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Climate Change Update: Study Predicts 10-foot Ocean Rise
COMPILED BY ABQ FREE PRESS STAFF

A

study by NASA’s former lead
climate scientist and 16
co-authors predicts that sea levels
could rise as much as 10 feet in the
next 50 years because ice sheets
in Greenland and Antarctica are
melting as much as 10 times faster
than previously thought.
In the study’s most likely scenario,
more than half of 40 U.S. cities with
areas less than 10 feet above sea
level could become uninhabitable.
Not counting suburbs, the 10
most populous are: New York City,
New Orleans, Miami, Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood and Hialeah,
Fla., Stockton, Calif., Norfolk and
Virginia Beach, Va., and Metairie,
La.
In New York City, a 10-foot rise in
the sea level would displace 1.069
million people. In Florida, 27 cities
would become uninhabitable and
29 percent of the state’s population
would be displaced.
“We conclude that 2° C global
warming above the pre-industrial
level, which would spur more ice
shelf melt, is highly dangerous,”
the team led by James Hansen
wrote.
Maps with details of predicted
flood zones at various levels of sea
rise are at climatecentral.org.

ClimateProgress, a unit of the
weblog ThinkProgress, has ranked
the 17 announced GOP presidential
candidates on how far they say
they would go to undo President
Barack Obama’s efforts to slow
climate change.

ThinkProgress, which calls itself
nonpartisan, was voted “Best
Liberal Blog” in the 2006 Weblog
Awards.
Topping the list of the GOP field’s
climate-change deniers is Texas Sen.
Ted Cruz, who calls climate change
“pseudoscience.”
“The federal government has
no business attempting to massively reorder the global economy,
resulting in policies that kill jobs
and keep people from rising out of
poverty, all in the name of a theory
that can’t be proven or disproven,”
Cruz told National Journal in
February.
Second-ranked is former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum, who
calls climate change “speculative
science, which has proven over time
not to have checked out,” and a
“beautifully concocted scheme.”
“I refer to global warming as
not climate science, but political
science,” Santorum said during
his last presidential run. A lot of
these environmental sciences are
just that – political sciences. They
have nothing to do with … real
understanding of how we have to
value both the environment and its
impact on man and the world.”
The current GOP front-runner
in the polls, Donald Trump, ranks
third. “I’m a huge believer in clean
air,” he told CNN’s chief Washington correspondent in June. “I’m
not a huge believer in the global
warming phenomenon.”
The other 14 announced Republican candidates – ranked from most
extreme to less extreme in climate

change denial – are: Scott Walker,
Mike Huckabee, Rick Perry, Bobby
Jindal, Marco Rubio, Rand Paul, Ben
Carson, Jim Gilmore, Jeb Bush, Chris
Christie, Carly Fiorina, John Kasich,
Lindsey Graham.
Rounding out the field at the less
extreme end is former New York
Gov. George Pataki, who in 2007
said climate change was an urgent
threat, but who has said nothing
on the subject since his May 28
campaign announcement.
All but two of the 17 candidates
are from states likely to see flooding due to a predicted rise in ocean
levels.

Airlines will have to rely on
biofuels to meet demand in air
travel that is expected to double in
the next two decades, the Denver
Post reported.
Despite falling oil prices, new
emissions rules will rule out
continued reliance on jet fuel.
In June, United Airlines announced a $30 million stake in
Fulcrum BioEnergy, the biggest
investment yet by a U.S. airline in
alternative fuels. Fulcrum hopes to
build facilities that turn household
trash into diesel and jet fuel, the
newspaper reported.
As many as 7.3 billion passengers
are expected to travel annually by
2035, driven largely by economic
progress in China, where demands
for business and leisure travel by
an emerging middle class is likely
to drive airline expansion, analysts
told the newspaper.

ABQ Free Press Pulp News
Police in the U.S. have shot and
killed at least 514 people so far
this year, the Washington Post reported. The first week of July was
the deadliest, with 31 people shot
by cops, eight of them in a single
day. Contrast that to Norway,
where police fired their weapons
only twice in 2014, hitting no
one, the British newspaper the
Independent reported.

Taking offense

Escaped Mexican drug lord
Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán says
he’ll make Donald Trump eat his

words for insulting Mexicans,
and he has offered a $100 million
bounty for anyone who would
bring him Trump dead. Although
he is on the run, with a net worth
of $1 billion, Guzmán has the
wherewithal to make good on
his threat. Trump, who claims a
net worth of $4 billion, said he is
taking the threat seriously.

Golf fetish
For the past 10 years, the
maintenance crew at Stavanger
Golf Club has had to clean
human poop and used toilet
paper from holes all over the
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course. Groundskeepers say
the intruder used to arrive on
bicycle, and always strikes on
weeknights, according to the
Calgary Sun. The course installed
high-powered spotlights, but the
poop bandit just climbed a tree
next to the lights, wriggled out on
a branch and dismantled them,
the news agency reports. “How
he managed the feat without
electrocuting himself or falling is
a riddle,” groundskeeper Frode
Jormeland said. Course officials
figure the perpetrator either has
a strange fetish, psychological
problems, or just really hates golf,
the newspaper reported.
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[ SCREENS ]
“Amy likes sex, booze and
weed, and she’s unrepentant in a way that usurps the
male prerogative for such rock ‘n’
roll antics.” – Richard Oyama on
Amy Schumer and “Trainwreck”
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[ SCREENS ]
“The first thing you’ll
want to do is change all
your passwords.” – Hugh Elliott
on watching USA Network
drama ‘Mr. Robot’
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“Where’s Jeff Goldblum
when you need him?
Probably curled up with
Hal Hartley’s latest script.”
–Samantha Anne Carrillo on
‘Jurassic World’
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[ MUSIC ]
“Overall, LA is just vapid.
I was happy to get out of
there.” – Marriages’ Emma Ruth
Rundle on leaving the City of
Angels
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“All those ‘70s cheeserockers like Foreigner and
Cheap Trick would roll over in
their graves if they weren’t still
on the casino circuit.” – Nate
Maxson on Titus Andronicus’
‘The Most Lamentable Tragedy’
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ABQ’s Mean Streets
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Editor’s note: At the end of a recent crimefilled week, the following report came across
at 4:07 a.m. on July 25 from Albuquerque
Police Department public information officer
Fred Duran. It was edited for style.

news

of the loader did stop and exited the loader
in a rapid manner.
Police immediately made contact with the
subject and were able to get the subject
into custody, however the subject and one
officer did sustain minor injuries during the
apprehension. Both were transported to
t approximately 23:27 hours, officers
a local hospital for an evaluation and are
in the Southwest Area Command
expected to be okay.
responded to a larceny call located in the
It was discovered the front end loader
area of 98th Street and Central Avenue.
was stolen from a
Callers in the area
construction site
reported a subject was
located at Ladera and
driving a John Deere
Coors. The subject
744J front-end loader
was identified as
recklessly in the area.
Tommy Burks, 47, and
During the time
was charged with
callers were calling
unlawful taking of a
this in the subject then
motor vehicle. Other
proceeded to smash a
charges are pending
nearby ATM machine
A John Deere 744J loader can reach 24 mph.
for the damage to
with the loader.
the ATM and building
The driver of the loader was able to
once costs are determined. Burks does have
remove the ATM machine from its mounted
prior arrest history dating back to 2006.
platform and scoop it into the bucket
Officers did an excellent job apprehendof the loader. As he was doing this the
ing a subject who could have potentially
loader made contact with a nearby building
caused a significant amount of damage
causing severe damage to the building.
and/or bodily injury or death to innocent
An officer working overtime at a nearby
bystanders and families in the area. This
Valero fuel station heard the call being
is a perfect example of how non-routine,
dispatched and observed the loader leaving
routine police work can be and how officers
the parking lot with the ATM still in the
are forced to adapt and overcome tough
bucket of the loader. Officers attempted to
situations. We want to thank the citizens
stop the loader by engaging their emergenin the area who took the time to call this
cy equipment on their police vehicles in an
incident in to police.
attempt to get the driver to stop. The driver

A
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Berry Bus Blueprint: Boon or Boondoggle?
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

I

t’s Mayor Richard Berry’s $100 million gamble – a
bet he wants to make with taxpayers’ money to
upgrade a mode of transportation that almost no
one uses.
It’s called Bus Rapid Transit, and Berry wants to spend
$10 million a mile to carve out dedicated bus lanes and
bus stations, color-splashed, tent-like awnings, plus 8,
50-passenger buses that sort of look like trains along a
10-mile-long stretch of Central Avenue.
To its supporters, BRT will revive Albuquerque’s
stagnant, federally dependent economy, lead
to redevelopment along Central, and transform
Albuquerque into a hip, happening city that attracts
businesses and millennials.
To its critics, Berry’s plan is a waste of money that
will destroy small businesses along Central, make
the already traffic-congested street more so, and do
nothing to build a thriving, private-sector economy
while replacing an existing system – Rapid Ride –
that works perfectly well.
One of the proposal’s critics said it’s a smoke-andmirrors attempt by Berry to draw attention away
from his lack of a track record in economic development in his six-and-a-half years in office.
Support of the proposal appears to be lukewarm.
Several city councilors who have bought into the idea
said they are concerned about its cost and its potential
to drive small businesses away from Central.
Berry is betting on a form of transit that almost no
one uses. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, only
1.6 percent of people over the age of 16 in the First
Congressional District now use public transportation to get to their jobs. Seventy-nine percent take
cars or trucks to work.
Berry’s idea involves about $20 million in local
tax money and $80 million in federal money and
has yet to be approved by the Federal Transportation Administration. The BRT would basically run

“I think it’s going to be a very
positive thing, especially to get
traffic down here because the
hardest problem is that there
isn’t any parking.”
– Kiko Torres, owner, Masks y Mas

How we get to work
Workers 16 years and over
Car, truck, van – drove alone
Carpooled			
Public transportation		
Walked				
Other means			
Worked at home			

311,764
247,898
29,838
5,018
6,393
10,272
12,345

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Commuting Habits in
the First Congressional District

79.5 %
9.6 %
1.6 %
2%
3.3 %
4%

Courtesy City of Albuquerque

Mayor Richard Berry’s proposed $100 million Bus Rapid Transit would span 10 miles of Central Avenue from Louisiana to Coors. It’s the
first phase of a larger, more ambitious BRT proposal.

train-like, rubber-wheeled buses down the two
middle lanes of Central from Louisiana on the east
to Coors on the west.
The street’s medians would be turned into bus
stations every mile or so, and those two center lanes
would be for buses only, meaning that for most of
that stretch, auto traffic would be reduced to one
lane in each direction. The plan also calls for widening sidewalks and improving landscaping along the
10-mile stretch.
The BRT buses themselves would run from Tramway on the east to Atrisco on the west, but it’s that
10-mile length of dedicated bus lanes and stations
in the middle of the street that has many business
owners along the route fuming. The dedicated lanes
will reduce auto traffic, eliminate many left-handturn lanes which provide access to side streets and
their businesses, and reduce or eliminate parking on
Central, critics argue.
Supporters say it will make Central more
pedestrian-friendly and be a magnet for people who
don’t want to use cars to get around. It will also
spur economic development along the route and in
Downtown Albuquerque, they say.
“My one and only concern is that we protect
accessibility to businesses and make sure it is very
smooth and efficient while maintaining, wherever
possible, on-street parking,” said City Councilor
Isaac Benton, who concedes he has concerns the
project will interrupt the spate of recent redevelopment projects along Central between Downtown
and Old Town.
Real estate broker Todd Clarke of New Mexico
Apartment Advisors, Inc., said he believes BRT will
attract millennials to the area.
“You need a transit system that really appeals to
white-collar workers; the Central bus is not exactly
a white-collar crowd,” Clarke said. “What we have

“I’m really against it – the noise
levels, the amount of traffic it
will put in. I wonder who is going to ride it. It seems they’d be
riding back and forth on Central.
That’s pretty ridiculous to me.”
– Larry Koch, owner, Larry’s Hats

Bus fares are pocket change
Albuquerque’s public transportation system is the
worst in the region when it comes to recovering a
portion of its operating expenses though fares.
Only 12 percent of ABQ Ride’s fixed-route bus system
budget comes from fares. The rest comes from the
city’s general fund and other sources. The national
fare box recovery ratio is 35 percent, according to the
American Public Transportation Association.
And ABQ Ride has the worst record in terms of
revenue per passenger trip. The system’s return per
passenger trip was $0.32 in 2013. That’s the result
of low fares. The standard adult fare on ABQ ride
is $1 per trip. Students, kids, seniors and others get
reduced rates.
Those low fares, however, are set to disappear in the
coming years. The Albuquerque City Council recently
passed a resolution requiring the bus system to have
a fare box recovery ratio of 25 percent by 2025. The
measure was sponsored by Councilor Isaac Benton.
“We are very affordable, and that is good, but we
do need to recover, to a reasonable extent, the cost
of operations through the general rate structure,”
Benton said. “We are going to get pushback saying
‘You are hurting the little guy.’ This policy will involve
gradual increases of fares.”
cont. on page 8
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How Airliners Create Cloudy Skies over ABQ
D

the city. She compared the photos to weather observations made at the airport at about the same time.
“At 9 a.m., the observers noted ‘few’ clouds at
27,000 feet and at 10 a.m. they reported ‘broken’
clouds at 26,000 feet, or an increase in the amount of
high cirrus clouds,” Kann wrote in an email.
The term contrail is actually short for condensation
trail, she wrote. Contrails form behind aircraft
in clear, cold, and humid air and can persist and
encourage the formation of cirrus clouds. For condensation to occur in the atmosphere, condensation
nuclei are necessary, she added.
As to what causes contrails to create clouds, Kann
wrote, “While sources are generally sea salt, dust,
clays and smoke from fires, some scientists believe
that airplane exhaust can also provide ‘nuclei’
around which condensation forms.”

By JOE MONAHAN

Dan Vukelich

A photo taken shortly after 9 a.m. on April 6 appears to show
airliner contrails spreading and coalescing into a layer of cirrus
clouds, clouding up an otherwise clear sky.

ABQ Free Press editorial intern Rene Thompson
contributed to this report.

Contrails vs. Chemtrails
The first is a scientific fact: the result of condensation from high-altitude airplane exhaust. The second
is what some people believe is evidence of a conspiracy to put chemical or biological agents into aircraft
exhaust to control the U.S. populace. Theories also
include seeding of the atmosphere to make it more
electromagnetically conductive for secret energy
weapons. The U.S. government has denied any
chemtrail conspiracy.

Why are they flying over ABQ?
Most aircraft passing over New Mexico are under
the control of the Federal Aviation Administration’s
Albuquerque Center, one of 22 air-traffic centers
that handle long-distance aircraft flying over the
continental United States.
Many, but not all, of the 1.47 million flights
handled by Albuquerque Center in 2014 flew over
the city as they followed controllers’ instructions to
fly from one radio navigation beacon to another.
One such beacon is located on the West Mesa 11
miles due west of the main runway of the Albuquerque International Sunport, which is why so many
high-altitude airliners fly overhead on their way to
or from Phoenix, San Diego and Los Angeles.

Featured RENTAL Property
200 Rio Grande, Albuquerque

A full-service residential
and commercial
property management brokerage
serving both renters
and property owners.

515 CENTRAL AVENUE NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87196-4249
OFFICE 505-242-0989
FAX 505-242-0969
TOLL FREE 888-248-0969
Email info@maddoxmgmt.com

WWW.MADDOXMGMT.COM
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ABQ Cringes in Fear While
Mayor Does … What Exactly?

BY DAN VUKELICH

o the hundreds of thousands of airliners that
crisscross New Mexico’s skies affect the weather
here?
Do their contrails trigger formation of clouds over
Albuquerque and turn what would be a sunny day
into a cloudy one?
Scientifically, the jury is out but it’s trending
toward “yes.”
NBC News made the connection a few years ago
by noting that over the course of a day contrails
along the highly trafficked air corridor between
New York and Miami slowly spread out to form a
solid layer of clouds on a day when meteorological
conditions didn’t indicate cloud formation.
There are also discussions in the scientific community about contrails’ effects on climate change.
“A contrail in an otherwise clear sky reduces
the amount of solar radiation that reaches Earth’s
surface, while increasing the amount of infrared
radiation absorbed by the atmosphere (as do cirrus
clouds),” says NASA’s Earth Observatory website.
“These opposing effects make it difficult for
scientists to pin down the effect contrails have on
climate. Overall, contrails create additional cirrus
cloud cover,” noted Patrick Minnis, a senior scientist
at NASA’s Langley Research Center, who is quoted
on the Earth Observatory site.
Deirdre Kann of the National Weather Service
office near the Albuquerque International Sunport,
examined photos ABQ Free Press took shortly after 9
a.m. on April 6 that show contrails spreading out over

COLUMNS

T

he very fabric
of Albuquerque
seems to be unraveling as a crime wave
washes over the city,
provoking the kind
of primal fear you
would expect roaming the streets of
Sarajevo – not New Mexico’s largest city.
The shocking news that citizens are
flocking to gun stores to buy arms to
protect themselves against an ever
bolder class of local criminal reveals for
all to see the breathtaking and systemic
failure in leadership that has engulfed
Albuquerque and threatens its future as
a livable environment.
Like a wildfire, crime is now leaping
boundaries that previously served as
barriers. The cold-blooded killing of a
60-year-old man in his driveway by a mob
of teens near the normally placid Lomas
and Tramway neighborhood was the
proverbial straw that broke the camel’s
back. It followed closely a series of other
alarming crimes and gave us the run on
guns and reawakened our instinct for
vigilante justice. So how did we get here?
It’s about accountability. There is none.
It’s about apathy. There’s too much.
Mayor Richard Berry and Chief Administrative Officer Rob Perry have lost
control of events. They have stubbornly
refused to implement the sweeping
personnel and policy changes so desperately needed at the Albuquerque Police
Department to halt the erosion of police
response times and the collapse in the
number of officers patrolling the streets.
The criminals get the message. You get
a Smith and Wesson for your bedside.
The City Council has awakened from a
deep slumber but is still napping. There
is no passion or fire for the fight that is
now so necessary if Albuquerque is to
be rescued from the death spiral.

Mayor Richard Berry and
Chief Administrative
Officer Rob Perry have lost
control of events
TOWNHOUSE LOFTS 1/BD 1/BA
Recently renovated luxury townhouse apartments in desirable Historic Old Town
Albuquerque. Each unit comes with a stunning natural balance of old and contemporary
living,exposed adobe walls, brick floors, built-ins, sunny new windows, new stainless
steel appliances, front load washer & dryer in the unit, courtyard patio areas, and lovely
serene landscaped grounds! Very pet friendly! The Botanical Gardens, Tingly Beach,
The ABQ Bio Park, Zoo, Aquarium, ‘Bosque Trails’ are all just around the corner!
Tenants pay utilities. 1-year lease. www.MaddoxMgmt.com for more info!!

In many ways, we have become a
community in retreat. In the face of
the chaos, two City Council seats in the
October city election go unopposed. The
speculation about who might be the
next leader of the city barely rises to a
murmur. The historic crash in turnout in
the 2013 city election now seems more
predictive of the future and not a fluke.

Local journalism is failing. How in the
name of Billy the Kid can you do a news
story about citizens arming themselves
out of fear and not interview the
mayor, the police chief and the business
leadership and ask them what they are
doing about it? How? Why do we get
sensational TV reports about “Boomerang Thugs” that fault the judiciary but
exonerate the leadership of this city,
state and APD whose duty it is to keep
us safe? Why?
The business community continues to
play ostrich and refuses to acknowledge
that Albuquerque’s reputation for
violence and now racial division is
killing us economically. We are the only
Sunbelt city not thriving, yet even when
the crime extends to the city’s most affluent and heavily gated ZIP codes, the
rationalization goes on. “Well, it’s not as
bad as Detroit or Baltimore.”

There is no passion or
fire for the fight that is
now so necessary if Albuquerque is to be rescued
from the death spiral
Does the Anglo business community
that is Mayor Berry’s political base still
not see that by turning their heads
away from confronting him that they
are enablers in the city’s decline and the
decline of their own economic fortunes?
Albuquerque is a city that has learned
to live with lower expectations economically and in other ways in exchange for
the unique way of life offered here. But
that bargain does not include feeling
terrified in your home – no matter your
neighborhood.
I’m older now, and sometimes the
outrage turns to sadness, even nostalgia. What would leaders like former
Mayor Harry Kinney have done? Or U.S.
Sen. Pete Domenici, who led the city for
a time in the 1960s? Did the economic
collapse and federal cuts make today’s
Albuquerque and the attendant callousness and indifference inevitable?
Or does a passionate, competent
leadership make all the difference to
a city’s fate? We still believe the latter.
Albuquerque sorely misses the political
ethic of the past. It yearns for leaders
who will begin patching the fabric of a
city so torn apart. And it waits.

Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico
politics. His daily blog can be found at
joemonahan.com

What’s Your Definition
Of Justice in Boyd Case?
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

W

hatever
Judge Neil
Candelaria rules,
people are going
to be angry that
justice wasn’t served
and that the city is
falling deeper into
ruin, moral decay

and lawlessness.
Candelaria is the Bernalillo County
district judge who will be presiding over
the preliminary hearing for the two
Albuquerque Police Department officers
charged with second-degree murder in
the March 2014 shooting of homeless
camper John Boyd.
If Candelaria finds that there is no
probable cause to hold former officer
Keith Sandy and officer Dominique Perez
for trial, the anti-APD crowd will march
and shout that the system is rigged, that
cops aren’t held accountable and that
they can get away with murder.
If the judge does bind the two over
for trial, people who believe that cops
never do any wrong will likely label
Candelaria a hopelessly liberal stooge
who sides with the factions of society
out to destroy the police department.
They’ll stammer that this will drive even
more officers to retire from APD and
leave us all helpless and at the mercy of
rampaging criminals.
Everybody has a stake in the outcome
of the hearing, which begins Aug. 3,
and everybody has an outcome they
prefer. Many of those outcomes are
based on emotion.
What you rarely hear from either
side is that they hope for true justice.
And true justice – an honest, unbiased
decision based on the evidence and the
law – is something that could piss off a
lot of people.
So before you all start ramping up
your personal arguments either for or
against the officers, let’s look at what
will actually go on in the courtroom.
First, this is a probable cause hearing, not a trial. All special prosecutor
Randi McGinn has to prove is that it was
more likely than not that the two cops
committed the crimes they’re charged
with. She doesn’t have to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that they committed the crimes, which is a much higher
standard of proof.
If Candelaria rules there is probable
cause, then Sandy and Perez would have
to stand trial and their lawyers would get
a chance to present the case to 12 jurors.
The defendants are now charged with
second-degree murder, a lesser charge

than first-degree murder which they
originally faced. Second-degree murder is
easier to prove. For first-degree murder,
prosecutors have to prove premeditation
on a defendant’s behalf, meaning the
defendant planned the killing.
For second-degree murder, prosecutors must prove only that the defendant
“knew that his acts created a strong
probability of death or great bodily
harm,” and that the defendant “did not
act as a result of sufficient provocation.”
That makes it easier for McGinn, but
the defense has some options that make
the case less than a slam-dunk for the
prosecutor. The most important is that
this will be an open hearing in which
the defense will be able to crossexamine witnesses, and not a secret
grand jury proceeding where there is no
such right for a defendant.
There’s a reason people joke that a
prosecutor can get a grand jury to indict
a ham sandwich. Inside the grand jury
room, prosecutors control the entire
process and the defense can’t challenge
witnesses.
Here’s another difference. Grand
jurors are lay people who are at the
mercy of prosecutors to explain the
law to them. A preliminary hearing is
held before a judge who is obviously a
student of the law and who is not easily
swayed by a prosecutor’s arguments.
Open preliminary hearings are a rarity
in our state. This one came about because of public pressure on the district
attorney for transparency.
McGinn has also charged Sandy and
Perez with voluntary and involuntary
manslaughter, which have even lower
thresholds of proof than second-degree
murder, and which means there is a
greater likelihood the defendants
could be held over for trial. Voluntary
manslaughter requires proof that the
defendant “knew his acts created a
strong probability of death or great
bodily harm to [the deceased].”
Involuntary manslaughter requires
proof only that the defendant “caused
the death of [the victim].” The video
of the Boyd shooting is a key piece of
evidence on that point.
Both sides in this ongoing saga have
their preferred outcomes.
The preferred outcome for the entire
community should be justice – an honest
and unbiased decision based on the
evidence and the law.

Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press. Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com
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Why are N.M.’s Top Cops Immune Maybe the Pueblo People
From Discipline Beat Cops Face? Were on to Something

rapid transit, Page 5

BY SAYRAH NAMASTé

By dan klein

I

We Keep Your Roof
Healthy and Watertight

Call 505-345-7663
For Your Free Estimate
For All your Roofing Needs… K-Ram Roofing is There
Before and After The Storm… No Worries
We Offer High-Quality Residential Roofing Services:
•
•
•
•

Roof Repair
Roof Installation
Roof Replacement
Preventative Measures

We have been proudly servicing the
Albuquerque area for more than 35 years.

3738 Arno Street • Albuquerque, NM 87107

(505) 345-ROOF

Dan Vukelich

Critics say ABQ Ride’s Rapid Ride along Central Avenue does what the BRT proposal would do, but
without the $100 million pricetag.

learned with the Cleveland BRT is that
you need to have something that feels
more like a train.”
City Councilor Rey Garduño said
Central is a commercial, and not
an automobile, corridor, and that if
motorists want better traffic flow they
should drive other east-west streets.
“Some people are concerned about
vehicular traffic, but Central was
never built for that reason. We have
Gibson, Menaul and Lomas [for
people who want to drive 35 mph or
faster],” Garduño said.

A boondoggle?
Among the BRT’s detractors, none
is as vocal as Greg Payne, a former
city councilor who served as the city’s
transit director from 2005 through
2009. “It’s an absolute boondoggle
and a rip-off of taxpayer money,”
Payne said.
“I think most people would rather
see us focus on getting the economy
back on track, and getting the

Anything but the bus
Even people who don’t have cars in
Albuquerque prefer something other
than public transportation to get to
work. In 2013, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau, 5,074 people in the
Albuquerque metro area lived in
households that didn’t have cars. Of
those, 1,176 used public transit to
commute to and from work. Almost
twice that number – 2,278 – found a
way to get a ride to work.

“Small businesses
are going to suffer.
Small businesses suffer from everything.
Anything having to do
with construction does
hurt small businesses;
either you make it
through that time or
you go down.”
– Dori Martin, owner, Pink Rhino

Albuquerque Police Department back
on track,” Payne said.
Payne served as transit director
under then-Mayor Marty Chavez.
When Berry ran against Chavez in
2009, Berry opposed Chavez’s plans
to build a light rail system in the city.
BRT isn’t far away from light rail, and
has a similar price tag, Payne said.
“It’s the political hypocrisy of R.J.
Berry demonizing light rail and
modern streetcars and turning around
with a proposal that is every bit as
expensive and less effective,” Payne
said. He added that Berry’s proposal
is like “Rapid Ride on crack.”
Doug Peterson is the principal of
Peterson Properties in Albuquerque.
The firm owns 15 properties on
Central from 102nd Street on the West
Side to San Pedro in the mid-Heights.
He opposes the BRT on grounds it will
eliminate the ability of cars to make
left-hand turns and reduce access to as
cont. on page 12

f you want to reform a police department the place to start is the double
standard between beat cops and police
commanders. This double standard
was recently exposed in the City of
Albuquerque’s survey of recently retired
police officers.
These officers overwhelmingly stated
that the No. 1 problem with APD lies
with ranking command officers.
Albuquerque is not unique; this is a
problem that infects police departments
nationwide. Beat cops complain that the
higher you rise in rank, the less accountable you are for your actions.
Now comes Attorney General Hector
Balderas to the rescue. Balderas’ staff
told me that they will accept LEA 90
complaints from any citizen. What is an
LEA 90? It’s a formal complaint against a
New Mexico-certified police officer that
is presented to the board that licenses
cops, the New Mexico Law Enforcement
Academy Board (NMLEA).
Balderas chairs the NMLEA Board. This
is transparency and good government in
action. By allowing citizens to petition
the NMLEA Board, we go a long way in
making law enforcement more accountable. The NMLEA Board can suspend or
revoke a New Mexico police officer’s
certification, if it sustains allegations
made in a LEA 90 complaint.

Multiple agencies reported
potential wrongdoing by
APD police command
staff in the procurement of
APD Tasers, yet not one
police command staff
officer has been referred
to the NMLEA Board
But there is a glaring issue that must
be addressed. When you review the
meeting minutes of the NMLEA Board,
you will find that nearly all of the officers referred to the board for discipline
are the lowest-ranking officers – the
people with the most contact with the
public. Rarely do you ever find police
command personnel being referred to
the NMLEA Board.
Aside from Tommy Rodella, former
sheriff of Rio Arriba County, whose
certification was revoked after his conviction on criminal civil rights violations
in federal court, I cannot name another
command staff officer who had an LEA
90 filed against him or her in recent
memory.

Does this mean that police command
staff officers never violate rules, policies
or law? Of course not. What it means is
the good old boy system is in place and
those in command protect each other –
a double standard of harsh punishment
for the beat cop and no punishment for
top cops.
Here are some examples of recent
NMLEA Board disciplinary meetings. All
of these officers had LEA 90 complaints
filed on them by the chiefs or sheriffs
they work under:
• A patrol officer whose offense was
		 disobeying an order by not turning
		 on his lapel camera.
• Another officer whose crime was
		 writing a blog critical of her
		command staff.
• A third officer whose offense was
		 reporting misconduct – by his own
		 command staff no less!
Recent news reports have exposed
misconduct by police command staff officers around the state but not a single
LEA 90 has been filed against command
officers by their own department –
which should help you understand the
significance of Balderas’ decision to
allow citizens to make such filings.
Some likely candidates for LEA 90
complaints include the APD police lieutenant who shot and almost killed his
own detective during a drug bust, and
a former McKinley County sheriff listed
in State Auditor Tim Keller’s report for
misappropriation of DWI grant money.
Multiple agencies have reported
potential wrongdoing by APD police
command staff in the procurement of
APD Tasers, yet not one police command
staff officer has been referred to the
NMLEA Board.
The law is clear. Title 10, Section
29.1.11.2 of the New Mexico Administrative Code requires police chiefs and
sheriffs to report any acts of misconduct
within 30 days. Who holds the police
chief or sheriff accountable when it is
clear they will not hold their own command staff accountable? Why doesn’t
the NMLEA Board instigate a complaint
themselves?
Nothing will change for policing
in New Mexico until command staff
officers are held accountable for their
actions. There should only be one standard for all police officers, no matter
what their rank. I urge Attorney General
Balderas to act immediately to hold the
chiefs and sheriffs to the same accountability that they hold their beat cops.

Dan Klein is a retired Albuquerque
police officer.

The original rebellion: One of the
most formative events
in New Mexico history
was the Pueblo Revolt
of 1680. It has been
described as the “first
successful revolution
against a colonizer on
North American soil.”
Commemorate the anniversary 11a.m.
Monday, Aug. 3 at the Indian Pueblo
Cultural Center, 2401 12th St. N.W.
Former Tesuque Pueblo Gov. Mark
Mitchell will provide a historical perspective on Tesuque Pueblo’s role in the
Revolt and the two Tesuque runners,
Nicolas Catua and Pedro Omtua, who
were captured, tortured and killed.
Led by Ohkay Owingeh religious
leader Popé, the Pueblo people revolted
against the Spanish and their policies of
forced labor and religious persecution.
This revolt helped ensure the survival of
Pueblo cultural traditions, land, language, religion and sovereignty.
The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
commemorates the Pueblo Revolt with
the third annual Resilience Run at 8 a.m.
Saturday, Aug. 8.
The event includes a 10K timed run, 5K
individual and team challenge and a kids
1K run/walk. Donations directly support
youth education programs, which share
the history, culture and art of the Pueblo
people with children through year-round
programs such as interactive tours and
a summer camp. To register and support
the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, visit
ResilienceRun.org.
Stop the nukes: The United States is
the only country to ever drop nuclear
bombs on a civilian population, devastating Nagasaki and Hiroshima. And
as we all know, the bombs were made
right here at home. This year marks the
70th Anniversary of this horrific act.
Hundreds are gathering in New Mexico
to speak against nuclear weapons.
The Albuquerque Peace and Justice
Center has organized a caravan to join
the peace vigil at Los Alamos at 9 a.m.
on Saturday, Aug. 9.
Civil rights leader the Rev. James
Lawson, whom Dr. King called the “greatest teacher of nonviolence in the world,”
will speak as well as ubiquitous rabblerouser Medea Benjamin of CODE Pink and
longtime peace activist Kathy Kelly.
Organized by the Rev. John Dear,
whose arrest record is sadly longer than
any warmongers’, explains: “We will
walk up Trinity Drive in a peace procession and at 11:30, we will all pour ashes

on the ground, put on sackcloths and
sit in silence for thirty minutes, using
the oldest form of political protest and
symbolic action in history to call for
nuclear disarmament.”
Dear urges Albuquerque activists to
call the Albuquerque Peace and Justice
Center to reserve a spot on the bus. “It
will send a signal to Los Alamos that New
Mexicans are sick and tired of building
nuclear weapons and want their abolition,” he said. For more information,
check out campaignnonviolence.org.
Bring lunch, water and a peace sign.
Get free legal advice: Albuquerque
Law-La-Palooza: instead of having a
hundred rock bands under one roof, this
is a gathering of lawyers and legal aides.
We all know that legal assistance is out of
reach for most low-income people. This
annual free legal fair happens 3-6 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 13 at Los Padillas Community Center, 2117 Los Padillas Rd. S.W.
There will be free consultations with
attorneys on a wide variety of legal topics including divorce, custody, landlordtenant relations, bankruptcy, creditor/
debtor, child support, guardianship/
kinship, wills/probate, personal injury,
power of attorney, public benefits,
unemployment, and immigration.
Assistance is provided on a first-come,
first-served basis. Bilingual attorneys
and staff will be available. The event is
presented by the Second Judicial District
Pro Bono Committee.
Celebrate the Great Society:
Thanks to the activists of the 1950s
and 1960s, Americans still benefit from
the last vestiges of the Great Society
programs – Medicare and Medicaid.
The Health Care for All Coalition celebrates the 50th Anniversary Celebration
of Medicare and Medicaid with an event
from 4-6 p.m. on Thursday July 30 at the
Explora Science Center, 1701 Mountain Rd.
N.W. The coalition has invited community
members, healthcare professionals, leaders,
advocates, and state officials to join them
in recognizing the impact of these essential
programs over the past 50 years and to
look forward to 50 more years of success.
As we watch the attacks on Obamacare, and the GOP tries to cut funding
for Medicare and Medicaid, let’s
celebrate and protect them. These
programs have enriched and saved
countless lives, and we hope they will
continue long into the future.

Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque.
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Make ‘Too Big to Fail’ Felons Pay for Their Crimes

by Robert reich

W

hat exactly does it mean for a big Wall Street
bank to plead guilty to a serious crime? Right
now, practically nothing.
But it will if California’s Santa Cruz County has
any say.
First, some background.
Five giant banks – including Wall Street behemoths
J.P. Morgan Chase and Citicorp – recently pleaded
guilty to criminal felony charges that they rigged the
world’s foreign-currency market for their own profit.
This wasn’t a small heist. We’re talking hundreds
of billions of dollars worth of transactions every day.
The banks altered currency prices long enough for
the banks to make winning bets before the prices
snapped back to what they should have been.
U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch called the
banks’ currency-rigging crimes a “brazen display
of collusion” that harmed “countless consumers,
investors and institutions around the globe – from
pension funds to major corporations and including
the banks’ own customers.”
The penalty? The banks have agreed to pay $5.5
billion. That may sound like a big chunk of change,
but for a giant bank, it’s the cost of doing business.
In fact, the banks are likely to deduct the fines from
their taxes as business costs.
The banks sound contrite. After all, they can’t have
the public believe they’re outright crooks.
It’s “an embarrassment to our firm and stands in
stark contrast to Citi’s values,” said Citigroup CEO
Michael Corbat.
Values? Citigroup’s main value is to make as much
money as possible. Corbat himself raked in $13
million last year.
J.P. Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon calls it “a great
disappointment to us” and said, “We demand and
expect better of our people.”
Expect better? If recent history is any guide – think
of the bank’s notorious “London Whale” a few years
ago, and, before that, the wild bets leading to the
2008 bailout – J.P. Morgan expects exactly this kind
of behavior from its people.
Which helped Dimon rake in $20 million last year,
as well as a $7.4 million cash bonus.
When real people plead guilty to felonies, they go
to jail. But big banks aren’t people –despite what the
five Republican appointees to the Supreme Court say.
The executives who run these banks aren’t going
to jail, either. Apologists say it’s not fair to jail bank

executives because they don’t know what their
rogue traders are up to.
Yet ex-convicts often suffer consequences beyond
jail terms. In many states, they lose their right to
vote. They can’t run for office or otherwise participate in the political process.
So why not take away the right of these convicted
banks to participate in the political process, at least
for some years? That would stop J.P. Morgan’s
Dimon from lobbying Congress to roll back the
Dodd-Frank Act, as he’s been doing almost nonstop.
Why not also take away their right to pour money
into politics? Wall Street banks have been among the
biggest contributors to political campaigns. If they’re
convicted of a felony, they should be barred from
making any political contributions for at least 10 years.
Real ex-convicts also have difficulty finding jobs.
That’s because, rightly or wrongly, many people
don’t want to hire them.
A strong case can be made that employers
shouldn’t pay attention to criminal convictions of
real people who need a fresh start, especially a job.
But giant banks that have committed felonies are
something different. Why shouldn’t depositors and
investors consider their past convictions?
Which brings us to California’s Santa Cruz County.
The county’s Board of Supervisors recently voted
not to do business for five years with any of the five
banks’ felons.
The county won’t use the banks’ investment
services or buy their commercial paper and will pull
its money out of the banks to the extent it can.
“We have a sacred obligation to protect the
public’s tax dollars, and these banks can’t be
trusted. Santa Cruz County should not be involved
with those who rigged the world’s biggest financial
markets,” supervisor Ryan Coonerty said.
The banks will hardly notice. Santa Cruz County’s
portfolio is valued at about $650 million.
But what if every county, city, and state in America
followed Santa Cruz County’s example and held the
big banks accountable for their felonies?
What if all of us taxpayers said, in effect, we’re not
going to hire these convicted felons to handle our
public finances? We don’t trust them.
That would hit these banks directly. They’d lose
our business. Which might even cause them to clean
up their acts.
There’s hope. Supervisor Coonerty says he’ll
be contacting other local jurisdictions across the
country, urging them to do what Santa Cruz County
is doing.
Robert B. Reich, chancellor’s professor of public policy at
the University of California at Berkeley and senior fellow at
the Blum Center for Developing Economies, was secretary
of labor in the Clinton administration. Time magazine
named him one of the 10 most effective cabinet secretaries
of the 20th century. He has written 13 books, including the
bestsellers “Aftershock” and “The Work of Nations.” His
latest, “Beyond Outrage,” is now out in paperback. He is
also a founding editor of the American Prospect magazine
and chairman of Common Cause. His new film, “Inequality for All,” is available on Netflix, iTunes, DVD and On
Demand. His blog is robertreich.org

OPINION
Summer Reads
For Politics Junkies

Editor’s note: As America remains transfixed by Donald
Trump’s bloviating, liberal businessman and former Democratic gubernatorial candidate Alan Webber and Libertarian
Paul Gessing are taking time off. In the meantime, they
offered this summer reading list as we wait for the campaign
season to get going in earnest.
“One Man Against the World: The Tragedy of
Richard Nixon” by Tim Weiner. An award-winning
journalist, Weiner gained access to all of Nixon’s secret
tapes some 40-plus years after Watergate. To get
elected president, Nixon committed treason and interfered with ongoing Vietnam peace talks. Nixon’s trip
to China was a feint to get the Chinese to call off the
North Vietnamese. And Watergate? It combined the
Vietnam War and Nixon’s paranoia. What started with
Daniel Ellsberg’s shrink turned into massive misuses of
government power followed by the cover-up. (Webber)
“Economics in One Lesson” by Henry Hazlitt. His
work is a quick and fun read and doesn’t get into
economic jargon or complicated charts and graphs.
It is inexpensive and can be read in a weekend at the
beach. Hazlitt uses creative, real-world examples to
illustrate his main point – that there is no such thing as
a free lunch. This would be an especially helpful lesson
for the people of Greece right now, but the promise
of “something for nothing” has been and continues
to be the essential myth perpetrated by governments
everywhere. (Gessing)

“The Three Roosevelts” by Susan Burns and MacGregor Dunn. Call this your Nixon antidote. It covers
Teddy, Franklin and Eleanor. Teddy battled the trusts,
created the national parks, and launched the Progressive movement. FDR, confined to a wheelchair, carried
the nation through the Great Depression with his
optimism, waged World War II with his steadfastness,
and produced America’s middle class with his fairness.
Eleanor, reviled as first lady for helping the poor, later
won praise as the most valued member of America’s
delegation to create the United Nations. As we fight to
close today’s gap between the rich and the rest of us,
these three lives shine like beacons, reminding us what
real leadership looks like. (Webber)
“The Forgotten Man” by Amity Shlaes debunks the
widely held myth that FDR’s New Deal policies ended the
Great Depression. Rather, Shlaes convincingly argues that
economic policies enacted under FDR and supported by
his “brain trust” actually lengthened and deepened the
Depression. FDR’s policy of “bold, persistent experimentation” wound up creating policies in direct conflict with
one another. This uncertainty made the Depression
“Great.” Today’s battle lines over economic policies were
drawn during the Roosevelt administration. Shlaes’ book
is indispensable to understanding both the causes of and
solutions for economic crises. (Gessing)
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Like the Rest of Us, Mayor Needs to Act on Homelessness
BY JEREMY REYNALDS

H

omelessness had
dropped off the
radar screen since
the closing of various
tent cities and the
horrific mid-2014 killings of two homeless
men in Southwest
Albuquerque.
But that changed after someone threw
fireworks at a sleeping homeless man
and seriously injured him. This might
have been a crime of opportunity more
than a hate crime; another (nonhomeless) victim came forward to report
a similar incident.
But a good thing happened with
Bernalillo County opening its new Supportive Housing Program, which provides
subsidized housing and mental health
support to people coming out of jail.
However, there haven’t been any
positive developments on how Albuquerque’s City Hall views homelessness.
While some people wanted Albuquerque Mayor R.J. Berry to spearhead the
opening of a legal tent city, that wish
doesn’t appear to be going anywhere.
But with an ever visible increase of
panhandlers around the Duke City,
Berry opted for something safer, placing
signs citywide at intersections used by
panhandlers.
They read, “If you need help with food
or shelter or would like to donate, call
311.” A website is listed underneath
(www.donateabq.com), which goes to a

page on the website of the United Way
of Central New Mexico.
The United Way then will use the
money to feed the hungry, provide
shelter for the homeless and help the
mentally ill. However, the United Way
operates with established agencies.
It’s not an agency frequented by those
with untreated or undiagnosed mental
health issues.

Undercover calls to the city
earlier this year by some of
my staff posing as homeless people resulted in
wrong information given to
them. They were referred
to agencies that were either
closed or inappropriate
for their needs
In late May, I emailed Berry, citing a
variety of concerns about this initiative.
Part of that email read:
“You correctly contend that $5 given to
the donateabq site will go further in helping the hungry than if the same $5 was
given to a panhandler. No one disputes
that. However, some/many of those
panhandling have mental health issues,
PTSD and other afflictions, and will not go
near any of the established shelter/meal
sites. How does this initiative help them?”
That email was never acknowledged.
Another problem is that the 311 service

is only open Monday through Saturday
from 6 a.m. through 9 p.m. and on Sundays from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. “for animal
welfare calls and fixed bus times.”
So if you’re desperate in the middle
of the night and look up and see one
of the many signs plastered around
Albuquerque, you’re out of luck. Wait
until it gets light.
I suspected that 311 operators are
generalists and not overly familiar with
the services available for the homeless and
hungry in Albuquerque, and I was right.
Undercover calls to the city earlier this
year by some of my staff posing as homeless people resulted in wrong information
given to them. They were referred to
agencies that either were closed or were
inappropriate for their needs.

While some people
wanted Albuquerque
Mayor Richard J. Berry to
spearhead the opening of
a legal tent city, that wish
doesn’t appear to be
going anywhere
Now admittedly, Berry was the
driving force behind the 2011 inception
of Albuquerque’s Heading Home. It
originally was billed as a program to
house those falling in the categories of
“medically vulnerable and chronically
homeless, veterans who are ineligible

for their service-related benefits, or
families who could have their children
taken away due to unstable housing.”
Its mission statement seems to have
changed over the years from what was
originally stated, but no one can deny Heading Home has become quite successful.
However, the Heading Home initiative was quite a few years ago, and
I was curious what Berry was doing
now. Guessing that my emails to him
wouldn’t be answered, I had one of my
staff pose as a concerned citizen and call
311 late last week.
She asked the 311 operator what the
mayor had been doing for the homeless
recently. She reported, “The 311 operator who took my call stumbled how to
answer my question, so I asked him if I
should call the mayor’s office. He quickly
said I didn’t have to do that because he
had the information; he just had to pull
it up.”
My staff person said the operator said
Albuquerque Heading Home was Berry’s
primary initiative. Make that his only
initiative.
There’s a simple lesson here. While
homelessness goes in and out of public
consciousness, it’s still there. While the
government has its place in helping the
needy, the answer should not lie with
them. As a caring community, we are
individually responsible for doing what
we can to help the homeless.
What do you say?

Jeremy Reynalds is the executive director of
Joy Junction, an Albuquerque homeless shelter.
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To the Editor:

rapid transit, Page 8
many as 140 properties along the route.
“This design drastically reduces the number of
customers visiting the affected properties, as customers will likely avoid driving on Central altogether or,
if they do drive on Central, they will simply choose a
different business to satisfy their need as opposed to
taking a ridiculously circuitous route,” said Peterson,
who served for six years on the Albuquerque Environmental Planning Commission.
“The city has sparse credibility when it comes to
telling us that a major initiative will increase private
development,” he said. “I’ve read every sector plan,
corridor plan and overlay zone the city’s created. All
but a handful have failed to benefit the areas they
cover, and nearly everyone stated that it would spur
development.
“To verify that, spend some time on the city’s website reading such duds as the East Gateway Sector
Development Plan, the North Fourth Street Rank III
Corridor Plan, or the South Yale Sector Development
Plan and reflect upon the empty promises in their
opening pages.”

“I think it will be really helpful to
bring more business here to Nob
Hill. I think it will encourage people
to come to this area and spend a
day walking and shopping.”
– Lizabeth Detwiler, owner, Zentral Wellness

Randal O’Toole is a transportation expert with the
Cato Institute, a Libertarian think tank. He said Berry’s
BRT proposal is a mistake for several reasons – one of
them being the city’s suburban, spread-out nature.
“Transit will never be important in Albuquerque
because Albuquerque jobs and residences are
too spread out,” O’Toole said. “Cities with high
transit usage, such as New York and Chicago, have
hundreds of thousands of Downtown jobs. But only
about 44,000 jobs are located in Downtown Albuquerque and the rest are so finely distributed that
transit is not a viable option for most people.”

Duplicative?
The question that many ask is why is BRT needed
along Central when the city’s Rapid Ride buses do the
same thing – provide an express-like service with fewer
stops and increased frequency than regular buses.
The three Rapid Ride routes, two of which run

OPINION

“I called my landlord and told
him, “You guys might have a
problem with your retail spots
here, because you’re going to
be losing half the traffic.”
– Delano Garcia, owner, All is One Tattoo Shop

mostly on Central, leave every 11 to 15 minutes
and stop about every mile or so at dedicated stations. They now account for 3.4 million boardings
a year or 50 percent of all the bus boardings on
Central, according to ABQ Ride figures.
BRT buses would be about the same size as the
articulated, 60-foot-long Rapid Ride buses, but
they would run every seven-and-a-half minutes,
said ABQ Ride spokesman Rick DeReyes.
“More buses will not revitalize Central. It’s
already the one area in town that has the highest
level of bus service,” Payne said. “If Central was
going to be revitalized, it would have happened
with Rapid Ride.”
Councilors Garduño and Benton argue that
BRT, with its dedicated lanes and pre-boarding
ticket purchases, will shave several minutes off
the run times and get riders to their destinations
along Central more quickly. Payne isn’t sure why
Berry decided to pursue BRT, especially when he
campaigned against mass transit in 2009.

But wait, there’s more BRT!!
The Central Avenue BRT project is just the start
of what regional planners hope will be a larger,
interconnected BRT system that will stretch from Rio
Rancho to the Albuquerque International Sunport.
The second phase would be a 6.5 mile route running from the Sunport and mostly along University
Boulevard to Menaul Boulevard on the north. It
would connect the airport with the University of
New Mexico’s south, main and north campuses, as
well as its sports facilities and with Central New
Mexico Community College and businesses along
University.
Planners with the Mid-Region Council of Governments are hoping to submit proposals and applications for the project to the Federal Transportation
Administration once, and if, the FTA approves the
Central Avenue project.
After that, there is the Paseo del Norte corridor
proposal which would run approximately 10 miles
from Unser and Southern Boulevards in Rio Rancho
and east on Paseo, then south on I-25 and the I-25
frontage road to UNM.

“He [Berry] has been here for seven years and we’ve
had dwindling population, a sinking economy
and the worst police department in the nation for
excessive-force lawsuits,” Payne said. “Having
failed in every other area, he feels like he needs to
fail in this one.”
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at
ABQ Free Press. Reach him at dennis@freeabq.com

Performances of bus systems in the region
Operating
budget

Fares

Trips

RPT*

Fare as %
of budget**

Albuquerque		$35.7M		$4.2M		12.9M		$0.32		12
Austin			$111.9M		$16.7M		34.1M		$0.49		15
Colorado Springs
$9.7M		$2.4M		2.7M		$0.90		25
Denver			$223M		$33.2M		52.1M		$0.64		15
El Paso			$43.9M		$9.1M		12.5M		$0.73		21
Las Vegas		$126.7M		$63.7M		56M		$1.14		50
Oklahoma City		$18.4M		$2.4M		2.8M		$0.85		13
Phoenix			$143.2M		$33.6M		40.9M		$0.82		23
Salt Lake City		$106.5M		$19.8M		18.9M		$1.05		19
Tucson 		$52.2M		$12.7M		20.3M		$0.63		23
*Revenue per passenger trip
**Amount of operating budget covered by collected fares
Source: National Transit Database, Federal Transit Administration

Reach Albuquerque’s
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(505) 345-4080, Ext. 803
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The column in the last issue [July 15 issue, ABQ
Free Press] expressing concern about the integrity of
would-be BioPark funding could benefit from some
additional perspective and facts.
Fortunately for the Zoo, Botanic Garden, Tingley
Beach and Aquarium (known together as the
BioPark), the language finding its way onto the
October ballot was not written by professional
budget managers or city attorneys. It was written by
those Friends of the New Mexico BioPark Society who
have just one interest – restoring and enhancing the
BioPark to improve quality of life for the animals and
enhance visitor experiences.
By petitioning directly, we got simple, straightforward and airtight language. If the petition language
looked complicated, it’s only because the state has a
base template for such verbiage. Taking the template,
and plugging in our goals in the three spots where
appropriate, was actually a fairly direct matter.
The first plug-in was for the amount, one-eighth of
one cent on every taxable dollar spent. This is a penny
on the next $8 fast-food purchase you make. It does
not apply to groceries or perscription drugs.
In that same area, we had to also select from an
array of categories, and we chose the category that
funds only capital outlay (bricks and mortar). This
makes paying to settle lawsuits or paying salaries off
limits using this funding.
We also further specified that the revenue would
go only to “the capital needs, including design,
construction, acquisition, improvement, renovation,
rehabilitation and equipping or furnishing of the ABQ
BioPark in accord with the city’s ABQ BioPark Master
Plan in effect at the time each phase of the plan is
undertaken.”
Finally, we plugged into the template a sunset
(repeal) date for this funding. We chose 15 years,
ensuring the tax will go away just about when the
master plan’s three phases are nearly fully funded.
Because we conceived of the plan, and because
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we are driving the process and language of the
ordinance, we are confident that the funds raised
under this measure will be used as intended. This
is an effort driven by concerned citizens and not a
back-door funding scheme.
Could future City Councils and a future mayor
decide to cut the BioPark’s current funding levels?
Sure, but they can do that anyway. Indeed, it’s been
the capital portion of our budget enduring the biggest cuts already, starting after the Great Recession
settled in on us seven years ago.
If we create this new capital funding source for
the BioPark, the facility may not even need the $1.5
million to $1.75 million it’s been receiving annually
from bonds. Those funds could instead be used for
other Cultural Department needs, such as museums
and libraries.
The bottom line is that capital needs of the BioPark
greatly outpaced $1.75 million per year. That’s how
an $18 million backlog in deferred capital maintenance accrued to begin with.
Indeed, much of the Zoo in particular was created
back when its most influential backer, Aldo Leopold,
first brought modern conservation to the fore. So
some of our infrastructure is more than 80 years old.
This is why architects advising us on the master plan
overhaul identified about a dozen buildings that are
more cost effective to replace than to maintain.
We have gone to great lengths making sure we
have a ready way to save the BioPark from its current
state of decay and to provide new and improved
exhibits and educational experiences going forward.
Failure to move the BioPark forward will soon mean
the reverse, leading to the type of negative spiral we
should all want to avoid for the state’s most visited
attraction.

Paul Mondragon is the chairperson of Friends
of NewMexico BioPark Society Measure Finance
Committee.
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Albuquerque’s
Premier Facility

CALLING ALL PETS

- for -

Mock Trials &
Focus Groups
• Trial

planning and issue spotting,
in-house facilitators

•

Mock jury services

•

Witness preparation

•

Simulated court and
deliberation venues

• Political

polling

Call 505-263-8425 or email
info@trialmetrixNM.com
6608 Gulton Court NE, Alb. 87109

trialmetrixnm.com

Pat Manaster sent us
this photo of Abby,
her Chihuahua-terrier
mix. “She is enjoying
Capulin Springs in
the Sandias” in this
photo, Pat writes.
“She was a rescue
found wandering the
streets with a BB in
her shoulder.”

Send it to

petphotos@freeabq.com
Include your name, phone number, and your pet’s name,
and we’ll try to reserve their spot in the pet parade.

SCREENS
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48 Hour Film Project Inspires Creative Stealth
BY MEGAN KAMERICK

T

ime is running out.
The Gentleman Bastards are making final
tweaks to the film they created for the 48 Hour Film
Project. For the film to be considered by the judges,
hard copies are due at Tractor Brewing by 7:30 p.m.
Their 7-minute film “Glitch” is still exporting.
At 6:58 p.m. writer/director Dan Mathis peeks at
the estimated time for the export to finish. “There’s
no way. It’s taking three minutes for every minute,”
Mathis intones, pacing around the room with his
hands clasping his head.
Just 12 hours ago, co-producer Mischa DeWalt was
lying in a bathtub at a spacious house in Bernalillo.
Her arm – a fake slash on her wrist – dangled over
the side of the tub. Mathis calls for more blood.
Special effects makeup artist Robert Posey is on hand
and liberally squirts her arm with special prop goo.
“Was I on blood thinners?” DeWalt quips.
“This is how people bleed in movies,” Mathis
replies.
It’s a fairly elaborate setup for a few seconds of
film. Welcome to moviemaking. That’s why feature
films often take months to shoot. But the Bastards
only have 48 hours to write, shoot and edit their
7-minute masterpiece.
The Bastards are one of 43 teams that recently competed in the 48 Hour Film Project here in Albuquerque. All the teams boast similarly oddball names.
The films screen Thursday, July 30, and Friday,
July 31, at the KiMo Theatre (421 Central NW). The
winners screen on Friday, Aug. 7, at the KiMo.
Many teams get little to no sleep over the
weekend, and there is no monetary reward. Yet Liz
Langston, who co-founded the 48 in Washington,
D.C. years ago, says it’s a rite of passage. “We’ve
had quite a few filmmakers discover their love for
making films. Many have moved to L.A. Quite a few
have made feature films,” said Langston.
There are now 48 Hour events in 130 cities around the
world. Wherever you are, it all starts with the Friday
Night kickoff where teams find out what genre they’ll
be working in, plus required elements that prove to
judges the film was written, shot and edited in the
allotted time span. This year, all teams had to include
a male or female character named Kelly Cartier, a tape
measure and the line “You only live once.”
Most teams send just one or two representatives to
the drawing, then immediately contact their teams
to begin writing. Co-producer Steve Weir, Mathis
and editor Jor-El Morales – his dad was a huge
Superman fan – are on hand. They all have a few 48s
under their belts and don’t plan to emulate greener
teams wherein members stay up all night and write.
But then they pull sci-fi as their genre.
They’re worried about visual effects. Sci-fi is
a genre Mathis has never worked in. Back at his
house, things are moving at a glacial pace. When DeWalt arrives at 9:30 p.m., they throw out two ideas
centered on virtual reality. Neither pleases Mathis.
His team members have seen this pattern before,
and they know it will pass. “Once he gets into his
groove, he’s phenomenal,” Weir says. The cast and
crew call is for 6 a.m. on Saturday at the house in

Megan Kamerick

The Gentleman Bastards and supporters celebrate the end of the 48 Hour Film Project. Pictured, from left, are Jor-el Morales, Dan Mathis,
Mischa DeWalt, Sean McClellan and Robert Posey and kneeling is Steve Weir.

Bernalillo. “I’d prefer to get a draft done and be
home by midnight. That would be ideal,” DeWalt
says. “We’ll see if that happens.”
Morales sets up the Blackmagic cameras they’re
using courtesy of Transcending Films, a production
firm Weir’s involved with. Each camera costs about
$6,000, but they have the capabilities of cameras
that not long ago cost far more. That’s one reason
independent filmmaking is flourishing. The technology has become much more affordable.
The cast and crew receive the script on Saturday
morning at 9:42 a.m. It’s the dark tale of Kelly Cartier, who attempts to use a virtual reality machine to
commit suicide. Naturally, things go terribly wrong.
DeWalt admits they struggled with the sci-fi idea.
“We thought we’d roll with the punches but we got
sucker-punched,” she jokes.
At 1 p.m. on Saturday in Bernalillo, cast and crew
await the final setup. It’s a late start, but Mathis,
smoking a cigarette, appears noticeably calmer.
Actress Megan Pribyl is already in makeup, her hair
coiled tightly in a bun. Pribyl had parts in “Manhattan,” “Killer Women” and other productions,
but she says doing the 48 is much less stressful than
auditioning. “It’s a nice throwback to why I wanted
to [work in movies],” she says.
The Bastards get the first shot around 2 p.m.
Throughout the day, breaks happen around the
kitchen counter, which is piled with food; there are
also quick smoke breaks out in the courtyard.
The script is only seven pages, but each scene
requires a set-up that takes at least an hour. Around
8 p.m. DeWalt breaks out some popsicles and
brews more coffee. Consumption of energy drinks

increases dramatically. Despite a serious collective
sleep deficit, there are few flares of temper.
“This is the calmest 48 I’ve ever been part of,” says
Posey.
Actress Delina Ellise was Natalie Portman’s standin and photo double on “Jane Got a Gun,” and she
owns her own promotional modeling group. Yet she
continues to participate in the 48 every year.
“I just love the spontaneousness of it,” Ellise says.
It’s 8:15 p.m., and Mathis is getting more creative.
“I’m freaking out a little because the way we’re
shooting this is a little experimental and surreal,”
Mathis says. “It might not work, but the best place
to roll the dice is the 48.”
As darkness descends, the crew beams amber light
through the window slats and affix a red gel over a
wall fixture. A dusty Cabbage Patch doll takes on a
spectacularly hideous visage. Around 10:30 p.m. a
spontaneous chorus of “The Banana Boat Song (Day
O)” erupts with altered lyrics. “Midnight come and
me wanna go home. ...” But they don’t wrap until 3
a.m. That’s when Mathis and Morales leave to start
the editing process.
The file finally finishes exporting at 7:16 p.m.
Weir jumps into his car with the thumb drive just
as massive lightning strikes light up the sky. He
makes it to Tractor with five minutes to spare. They
join other teams in celebration. If the Gentleman
Bastards plan to do the 48 Hour fall event, they
may be disappointed to discover the genre has been
switched from horror to … sci-fi.
Megan Kamerick is an independent radio and print
journalist and producer at New Mexico PBS.
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Matters of the Art

Even Better Than ‘The Real Thing’

BY LISA BARROW

BY BARRY GAINES

Shoegazer trailblazer
If you haven’t already caught “Killer
Heels: The Art of the High-Heeled
Shoe,” don your fanciest footgear
posthaste and click-clack your way down to
the Albuquerque Museum (2000 Mountain
NW) without delay. The exhibit, which
originated last fall at the Brooklyn Museum in NYC, remains on display through
Sunday, Aug. 9.
More than just a collection of pointy
couture for your tootsies, “Killer Heels”
chronicles the eye-popping breadth and
engineering prowess behind centuries
of material culture. Footwear on display
ranges from something Cinderella sported
at the big ball to fetish stilettos Bettie
Page might’ve donned in her Irving Klaw
days. Variations on height enhancement
abound, from geta – wooden-soled
Japanese shoes – to versions of the Louis
heel, the daintiest pump to be named after
an 18th-century French monarch. Aesthetic
elements encompass architecture, the
avant-garde, sculpture, whimsy and even
the animal kingdom.
Kick up more info at albuquerquemuseum.org or by calling 842-0111. The museum is open Tuesday through Sunday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tickets for in-state residents
run just $1 to $3, so you won’t even have
to dip into your Manolo Blahnik fund to
take a look before this show hoofs it.

Where there’s
smoke, there’s beer
You’ve seen his gallery of heads trussed
in transparent tape. Or his other heads
wrapped with rubber bands until they
bulge. He’s slathered people in waxy-white
and blood-red paint for a cheerfully
gruesome “Valentine’s Day” series. And
he’s taken more revelatory, gnarly band
photos than seems possible for one mortal
visual artist. Photography legend Wes
Naman’s latest series, “Fumar” (Spanish
for “smoke”) now graces the hallways
and taproom at Tractor Brewing Wells
Park (1800 Fourth Street NW) until late
September. Catch Naman’s remarkable
portraits of men and women sensually
enveloped in – sometimes almost obliterated by – undulating clouds of smoke. The
show also includes some of Naman’s past
hits, so grab a brew and take in the work
of a world-class photographic maverick.
An especially opportune time to check
out Naman’s work might be Sunday, Aug.
9, at 2 p.m. Because that’s when patrons
have the chance to brush up on their
painting skills (or maybe just acquire some)
at the feet of another popular, local artist
and live-painting aficionado. Art Goggles:
Painting with Cloudface provides two

hours of direct instruction in painting a
chromatically exuberant lion in Cloudface’s
signature loose-limbed style. The $35 ticket
price, payable in advance online, gives
participants 120 minutes of guidance from
the master himself, all the supplies they’ll
need and a pint of their choice from the
Tractor menu. Class size is limited to 25, so
register early by going to Tractor’s event
page at on.fb.me/1g9xAAq. It’s just one
offering in Tractor’s Craft Curriculum series,
which means you’ll want to keep an eye
out for more chances to make stuff while
you drink. Because that’s what life is really
about, right?

Happy 115th birthday, Ernie Pyle!
Ernie Pyle Library (900 Girard SE) may
just be Albuquerque’s most adorable
biblioteca. Encompassing just 1,145 square
feet of books and Pyle memorabilia and
still encircled by the same white picket
fence it boasted when Pyle lived there, the
building was officially deemed a Historical
Landmark in 2006. Pyle, of course, is remembered as a successful, widely traveled
journalist from Indiana who ultimately
established a sort of home base in the
Duke City with wife Jerry in 1940. (Money
quote: “We have seen sunrises so violently
beautiful they were almost frightening,
and I’m only sorry I can’t capture the
sunsets and the thunderstorms and the
first snows on the Sandias, and take them
East and flaunt them in people’s faces.”)
Pyle rose to his greatest fame as a war
correspondent in WWII, writing about the
experience of common soldiers with wit
and humanity, before falling to a sniper’s
bullet in 1945.
On Saturday, Aug. 1, the library bearing
his name celebrates Ernie Pyle Day from
10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. with music, food, a
historical presentation and readings from
the correspondent’s own work. First up at
10:30, dance a jig to the Celtic stylings of
local trio Sliding Stones, presented by
AMP Concerts. Their name originates from
a spooky geological phenomenon seen in
places like Death Valley, when graceful tracks
are formed by stones that seem, eerily, to
move on their own. While they play, Santa
Fe’s <Street Food Institute> serves up tasty
breakfast and lunch. At noon, volunteers
from the New Mexico Veterans’ Memorial
present “The Power of the Written Word:
Homage to Ernie Pyle.” Then at 1, local
author Stan Renfro reads selections from
Pyle’s WWII columns.
Part party and part educational experience, Ernie Pyle Day is free to attend. But
the space is cozy, so let them know you’re
coming by registering in advance at
bit.ly/erniepyleday

T

om Stoppard is one of the
most challenging, sophisticated and adroit playwrights
around, but be forewarned.
Playing audience to Stoppard’s
award-winning “The Real
Thing” is hard work. Under
the direction of Lee Kitts,
a production at The Vortex
(2900 Carlisle NE) successfully
conveys both play and playwright’s complexity through
fine acting and thoughtful
direction.
Stoppard’s drama opens
circa 1980s with husband Max
accusing wife Charlotte of
being unfaithful. Max seems
jocular as he points out that
Charlotte didn’t take her passport on a supposed trip from
London to Switzerland. He
even sings a little Gershwin,
“call[ing] the whole thing off.”
We soon learn the scene we
just witnessed wasn’t “the real
Christy Lopez
thing.” It was merely actors
Annie (Stephanie Ann Landers) whispers sweet, selfin a play. Actress Charlotte
serving nothings to Henry (Matthew Van Wettering)
is wife to playwright Henry.
in “The Real Thing.”
Actor Max is married to Annie,
who’s also an actress and with
release of Brodie, a young soldier she
whom Henry is having an afmet on a train. Brodie was arrested
fair. As husbands shift wives and time
and imprisoned for setting fire to the
passes, this meta-theatrical opening
wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown
scene refigures throughout the drama.
Warrior in an ill-conceived protest.
Scenic designer Mary Rossman
Annie wants Henry to turn Brodie’s
transforms the Vortex’ open stage into
heavy-handed play into one suitable
12 scenes representing three living
for performance. And she wants to
rooms, a stage set, two trains and “an
star in it. Annie is also traveling to
empty space.” Rossman’s innovative
Glasgow to perform in John Ford’s
solution is having cast members
17th century tragedy of incest and
shift furniture and props from one
madness “’Tis Pity She’s a Whore.”
side of the stage to the other during
Young actor Billy plays her brother
blackouts. I’m sure the transformation
and lover, and he would like nothing
was planned and accomplished with
better than for life to mirror art. Like
military precision, but it was still
all matters of the heart, the plot here
hard to follow the changing locations.
gets positively Gordian.
As soon as Chris Duncan’s lighting
English was not Stoppard’s
design illuminates the stage, we’re
native language. He was born in
once again deeply connected to these
Czechoslovakia to Jewish parents
characters. Martin Andrews’ sound
who fled as the Nazis invaded. His
design – featuring Henry’s favorite
father died a Japanese prisoner of war,
rock ’n’ roll classics – also deserves
and his mother married British Army
mention.
Major Kenneth Stoppard, who moved
Act two jumps forward two years
the family to England. Young Tom
and focuses on Henry and Annie,
became enthralled with language,
who are now married. A master of
especially English and its intricacies.
wit and language, Henry has no small
The character Henry has parallels to
difficulty writing about emotion –
his creator, and a passionate regard
specifically love. Henry says, “Loving
for language is one of them. To him,
and being loved is unliterary. It’s
words are “innocent, neutral, precise,
happiness expressed in banality and
standing for this, describing that,
lust.” Annie has two projects in the
meaning the other, so if you look after
works. She has campaigned for the
cont. on page 27
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Deep Dish: The Happiest of Hours
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No Shell Game: Casa Taco Brings Cult Fave Tastes to Town

BY ARIANE JAROCKI

T

he term “happy hour” dates back
centuries, but our modern definition dates to Prohibition. Back then,
happy hour happened at a speakeasy
before heading to a “dry” restaurant.
Nowadays we needn’t get our drink
on before our dinner date, but the
standard timing of drinks in the
afternoon still rings true. This is part
one of our investigation into “happy
hours” in Albuquerque that offer
more than a discount on booze.

Soul and Vine

fish was nicely balanced by a
hardy, crema-type sauce and slices of
peppers and green onions. The crisp
snap of veggies gave the tacos’ velvet
flavor nuance. My soulful happy
hour trifecta drew to its conclusion
on presentation of the Black Angus
Sliders. Topped with caramelized
onions and plated with sweet potato
crisps, these two beautiful burgers
exploded with flavor. I partly resisted
the urge to gobble them down like a
rabid beast.

109 Gold SW
soulandvine.com
244-3344
Happy hour daily

This newcomer to the
Downtown block has
already made a big
impression. The bones of
a Thai restaurant got a
Pygmalion makeover – all
smart, elegant décor and a
fresh vibe. Soul and Vine’s
happy hour happens twice
a day: from 2 to 6 p.m. in
the bar and dining room,
then in the bar from 8 p.m.
to closing time. The website
shouts about live music on
Fridays and Saturdays from
SOUL AND VINE
6 to 9 p.m. With nostalgic
visions of American Tapas
dancing in my head, that sealed the
deal.
To be one with my wine and food,
I opted for the bar. It’s cozy. There’s
enough room to sit at a table without
feeling crowded and still enjoy an
intimate setting with live music. Soul
and Vine has an exclusive California
wine called Writer’s Block Malbec,
a smooth, elegant red that proved a
lovely pairing with eats. The happy
hour menu offers a goodly variety
on discount, much of it gluten-free
and vegetarian. Chef David Ruiz
has included sophisticated adult
takes on comfort food favorites like
Truffle Mac ’n’ Cheese and Habañero
Pineapple Chicken Wings. Ruiz and
crew embrace the lost art of plating to
brilliant effect. I began with Tomato
Bisque, a rich soup topped with an
artful basil-olive oil drizzle, and Mini
Grilled Cheese. The grilled cheese
was the perfect complement to the
bisque, adding crunch to the creaminess. As I savored the last spoonfuls
of the soup, my server recommended
Chile Marinated Fish Tacos. The

Ariane Jarocki

Distillery 365
2921 Stanford NE
distillery365.com
221-6281
Bloody Mary Bar and Brunch on Sundays

Going strong for two months, Distillery 365 packs a big wallop in a small
package. They’ve struck gold with
their distilled spirits but are touting
beer as well. This industrial gem of a
building opens to the outside world
with gigantic garage doors. Sitting
at the bar, patrons can see the still
through glass windows that look out
onto the distillery.
Distillery 365 sets the mood with
music, food and bloody marys on
Sundays from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The Bloody Mary Bar fare offers
everything you’d expect, but the
highlight is the Holy Ghost Vodka.
Head distiller Matt Simonds explains
their vodka was originally a way to
pay the bills until the bourbon aged;
of course, the vodka recipe came out
outrageously well and who wants to

face an angry, vodka-craving crowd?
Holy Ghost can easily be sipped on
its own or mixed with anything. The
flavor is smooth and unobtrusive, and
it serves as a terrific base to build your
bloody mary to your personal liking.
The creators at Distillery 365 serve up
special infusions every Sunday; bacon
and both green and red chile have
been in heavy rotation of late.
Not a vodka fan? Bring your
beer-drinking self down because
two house brews, the ESP and the
American Ale, rival the best in our
city. The American Ale is brewed with
neomexicanus hops from Abiquiú,
N.M. They explain that it’s the only
hops truly “native” to the U.S. Its
sweet, citrus flavor gives this light
beer a drinkability factor that camouflages its 6.5 percent alcohol content.
365 also makes specialty drinks that
showcase their house gin and rum.
Try the Tingley Tea, their take on a
Long Island Iced Tea, or Sandia Peak,
made with gin, orange and lemon
juices and a splash of grenadine.
Balance out the booze with assistance from Brooke’s Carryout. This
truck offers food to sate your distinctly New Mexican cravings – from
breakfast burritos to croissants. Their
red chile is of particular note, so I
recommend pouring it on everything.

Gecko’s
geckosbar.com
5801 Academy Rd NE
821-8291
3500 Central SE
262-1848

Need two different locations with
different nightly specials to meet
your happy hour needs? Thank
goodness there’s Gecko’s. Every day,
a different liquor and beer are paired
with a different food option to fight
the loneliness. Food specials start at 6
p.m. Stop in at the Nob Hill location
on Tuesdays for three-for-two tapas.
Our favorites include the Green Chile
& Roasted Garlic Hummus, Spinach
Falafel and Southwestern Krab
Taquitos. The tapas menu is always
evolving at Gecko’s, so remember
to check the specials board. Other
highlights include New Mexico Green
Chile Cheese Fries and their Nachos
with signature black bean-pepperoni
topping. The Academy location does
a burger special on Wednesdays.
Gecko’s burgers offer nine different
cheese options, and extras like
avocado, egg, bacon and green chile
can be added for a nominal fee. You
can even choose gluten-free bread.

Need even more happy hours in your life?
If you’re in search of something more than
beer and wing specials, read on for two
more spots that are simply tops.

Keep on Food
Truckin’

Zinc Cellar Bar

Go searching … or go hungry.

3009 Central NE
zincabq.com
254-9462

Zinc has a dark, cozy bar in their
cellar. It’s the sort of place where
secrets are kept and plans are made.
Their happy hour runs throughout
the week, starting at 5 p.m., and
features different themes. Adore
vino? Wednesdays are Wine & Cheese
nights, with discounted bottles
and complimentary nosh plates.
Thursdays are Beer, Brat & Pretzel
nights. Brown beer-soaked bratwurst
are served with chipotle relish. You
can find live music there late in the
evening on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays.

MONDAYS
TUESDAYS
Tasty Tuesdays

4:30 pm, Hyder Park, 700 Richmond Dr
SE, facebook.com/TastyTuesdaysABQ
Truckin’ Tuesdays

11 am, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
Third St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

WEDNESDAYS
Talin Market Food Truck Round Up

11 am, 88 Louisiana Blvd SE

FRIDAYS
ABQ Food Fridays

4 pm, Civic Plaza, SW Section,
1 Civic Plaza NW, Third St NW
and Marquette Ave NW,
civicplazapresents.com

SATURDAYS
Beer & Breakfast

7 am, Red Door Brewing Company,
1001 Candelaria Rd NE, 633-6675,
reddoorbrewing.com

Ariane Jarocki

BY SAFFRON TOMATO

T

hese are “Nacho Mama’s Tacos!”
That’s Elephant Butte-based Mexican restaurant Casa Taco’s wisecracking slogan. Sampling the taco house’s
cuisine no longer requires a road trip.
The establishment has expanded to
Albuquerque, bringing its savory fare
along for the ride.
Nestled in the Northeast Heights,
Casa Taco (5801 Academy NE, Suite
B) proves a tasty addition to Albuquerque’s lineup of Mexican food
eateries. Aside from its focus on great
tacos, this joint offers a wide array of
options, including appetizers, quesadillas, burritos, wraps, sandwiches,

salads and desserts.
Interior space is limited, but
Casa Taco has a drive-through. But
please don’t infer from that tribute
to convenience that this is so-called
“fast food.” The truth is that Casa
Taco takes pride in the preparation
and production of its food. Each and
every taco is shelled by fantastic local
corn tortillas that are briefly and
delicately dipped into a deep fryer.
That thoughtful step gives Casa’s
tacos an iconic texture and taste that
lands right in the middle of crunchy
and soft. And it’s what differentiates
these tacos from the rest.

Upon entry, diners are immediately
variety. Being thorough researchers,
presented with an enormous menu
we ladled out some of each. When the
on the wall next to the order counter.
tacos arrived – along with generous
Friendly staff offered several recomsides of beans and rice – we chrismendations to which our party
tened them with assistance from the
excitedly, hungrily agreed. First up
salsa bar trinity.
was an order of two calabacitas tacos
The first bite was pure buttery
loaded with sauteed zucchini, squash,
tostada texture, which readied our
onions, garlic, corn, green chile and
palates for more. The brisket tacos
fresh herbs. We also put in for two
boast a filling that’s the epitome of
of their ground beef tacos, one carne
the way brisket should taste. I was
asada taco and a combo
told they cook it for up
order of their signature
to 12 hours to perfect the
Casa Taco
brisket tacos.
tender chew of each pulled
5801 Academy NE,
My guest and I headed
piece. The carne asada taco
Suite B
to the dining area, which is
screams with salty herb
821-TACO (8226)
overseen by larger-than-life
flavor, and the calabacitas
casa-taco.com
pictures of vintage cars
taco mimics exactly the sort
Hours: Every day
and iconic cowboy John
of home-cooked taste that’s
from 11am-10pm
Wayne. “Life is hard. It’s
intended.
Price range: $
even harder when you’re
Regardless of the innards
stupid,” Wayne advises
of any house taco, the big,
through his cheeky, gritty grin. Yukbright, shining stars at Casa Taco are
yuk, Duke. But there’s nothing funny
those gently fried shells. They bring
about the endless quest for great
out the greatness in each bite and
tacos. Before I have long to ponder the
with every filling. Having thoroughly
quote, we stumble onto a miniature
tested these tacos, Saffron heartily
salsa bar laden with pico de gallo, a
recommends Casa Taco as a superb
red salsa and a relatively tart tomatillo
pop-in spot.

CORRALES
BIKE & WINE T UR
AUGUST 8 TH & 9 TH

+
4 AWARD-WINNING WINERIES
4 TASTINGS • 10 MILES • GOOD FOOD
$8 EARLY TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT
CORRALESBIKEANDWINETOUR.COM
ABQ FREE PRESS HAS 30 TICKETS TO GIVE AWAY
TO READERS. ENTER YOUR EMAIL AT
TINY.CC/FREEABQTICKETS FOR A CHANCE TO WIN

(505)379-5072
CORRALESBIKEANDWINETOUR.COM
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CAMINO REAL
ANTIQUES &
COLLECTIBLES

‘Trainwreck’ Chronicles Life of Real Gone Girl

Standing Room Only: ‘Mr. Robot’ Surpasses Binary
A

V.I.P. EVENT:
Fri Aug 7th 5:30 - 7:30pm
Enjoy Back-Sass BBQ &, Kaktus
Brewery, Range Café Dessert +
Art by Sage and Music by Johnny

SALE CONTINUES:
Sat, Aug 8th 10am - 7pm
Sun, Aug 9th 10am- 5pm

OVER 16,000 ITEMS
UP TO 50 % OFF!
We Appreciate our customers
& invite you to stop in for
FREE beverages, FREE PRIZES,
FREE dessert.

facebook.com/caminorealantiques

Universal Pictures

For Amy Schumer, morning-after snuggles with Aaron (Bill Hader) prove a bitter pill.
BY RICHARD OYAMA

T

he biggest compliment I can pay Amy Schumer, the star
and writer of “Trainwreck,” is that the movie made me
want to see more of her. Creator of Comedy Central’s “Inside
Amy Schumer,” she plays a character named, well, Amy,
who’s a reporter for a men’s magazine scathingly named
“S’Nuff,” whose idea of good journalism is an investigation
of garlic’s effect on semen. Amy likes sex, booze and weed,
and she’s unrepentant in a way that usurps the male prerogative for such rock ‘n’ roll antics. That makes “Trainwreck”
tonic and bracing.
Directed by Judd Apatow – who made his name with bromances about stoner white dudes who perennially extend
the termination date for adolescence – this film begins with
Amy’s father Gordon (Colin Quinn) lecturing both her and
her younger sister Kim that “monogamy isn’t realistic” after
his marriage fails.
Twenty-three years later, a hilarious montage of Amy
dispatching a slew of one-night stands proves she’s taken
Dad’s advice to heart, while Kim has settled into sedate,
suburban housewifery. Kim is the “good daughter,”
essentially everything Amy is not. Gordon is Amy’s interior
failure voice, reminding her that relationships are doomed
to fail. The closest thing she has to a steady boyfriend is
a bodybuilder whose notion of sex talk is expounding on
beta carotene, parroting Nike slogans and code-switching to
Mandarin. He’s also vaguely gay.
In part, the comedy turns on the reversal of gender norms.
Amy is the one who’s afraid of commitment. The guys in
her life can be unexpectedly sensitive at awkward moments.
However most of her partners are akin to ice sculptures or
Puerto Rican golems.
It’s somewhat predictable that Amy is assigned a story
about sports surgeon Aaron (Bill Hader), who works
for Doctors Without Borders and believes in teamwork,
marriage and kids. He’s almost too “good” to be believed.
His best friend is basketball superstar LeBron James, who
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BY HUGH ELLIOTT

20th ANNIVERSARY SALE

1101 Camino del Pueblo,
Bernalillo, NM
505-867-7448

screens

plays against macho type as a fan of “Downton Abbey” and
someone willing to intervene on behalf of Aaron and Amy.
Amy fumbles a claim about having Black friends, and the
only Black people in “Trainwreck” are sports celebrities. To
her credit, Schumer at least acknowledges the awkwardness of racial discourse, but is this really an improvement
over Hollywood’s dumb Black drug dealers, flamboyantly
queeny Asian gangsters and the Mike Tyson cameos that
populate wedding comedies like “The Hangover?”
The other great comic presence here is Dianna (Tilda
Swinton), Amy’s cutthroat British editor who’s done
overtime in a tanning parlor. Dianna praises Amy for not
being either too pretty or too brainy. Imagine one of Rupert
Murdoch’s tabloid minions.
“Trainwreck” begins to run out of comic gas when
Gordon’s health worsens and Amy and Aaron’s “needs
and expectations” clash. Here, the movie treads perilously
close to sentimental rom-com territory. After all, Amy
herself concedes that her father is a “racist, homophobic
drunk” even if he’s also one of the most “alive” people she’s
ever known. And it takes nerve to admit in a mainstream
comedy that people are contradictory.
I like Schumer at her most brazen and unapologetic –
big-eyed, potty-mouthed, voluptuous and socially challenged while teeter-tottering in high heels and short gold
skirt – so I’m suspicious about the ending of “Trainwreck.”
Its celebration of the cult of American sports is especially
problematic. Nor am I sure that Neil Young was right when
he sang that “It’s better to burn out than to fade away.” Let
Schumer burn her comedic gifts brightly for as long as she
can in the industry, and be as ballsy – what’s the female
equivalent of that? – and oppositional as she can be.
Go, girl.
Richard Oyama is interested in meeting women who are not
“literary.”

fter watching “Mr. Robot,” the new USA drama
about a rogue cyberhacker, the first thing you’ll
want to do is change all your passwords. In fact,
bolstered by the lead character’s quick rundown
of hacking tips, you may end up pausing halfway
through the first episode to do that immediately.
Rami Malek (Ahkmenrah, “Night at the Museum”
films) plays Elliot Alderson, an IT specialist at a
computer security company who also moonlights as
a vigilante, exhuming every digital detail of various
people’s lives and doling out justice as he sees fit.
Eventually his expertise brings him to the attention of
one “Mr. Robot,” played by Christian Slater (“Heathers,” “True Romance”), who leads an underground
gang of hacktivists bluntly called “FSociety” – think
Anonymous meets Operation Wall Street – intent on
wreaking havoc in protest of corporate greed and
taking down “the man.”
Around the release of films like “Hackers” and
“The Matrix,” one subset of computer nerd began
transforming into a hipster hybrid, and “Mr. Robot”
continues enabling that image. Alderson is all sharp
features and great haircut as he skulks around
Manhattan sporting a dark hoodie, while constantly
plugged into his iPhone. Needless to say, he has no
trouble getting laid. It seems like everyone on the
show – from his gay boss to his best friend/secret
crush – is dying to hang out with him despite his
painful social phobia.
The irony is that Alderson is a complete introvert
and possible psychotic. The show itself is framed by

the premise that the audience is part of his imagination, one of the inner voices he constantly entertains,
and events that occur hover near hallucination. At the
start of the series, he calls the behemoth corporation
responsible for his father’s death “Evil Corp,” and
sure enough, it’s referred to as such throughout the
show by other characters, on signs and TV news tickers. He’s paranoid about dark-suited men following
him through the city, and he wonders if they’re a
figment of his imagination. Of course they aren’t.
Alderson’s fluidity about what’s real and what isn’t
allows the show to shift genres. It’s not sci-fi per se,
but it definitely touches on themes from Philip K.
Dick’s “Minority Report,” pointedly illuminating
how transparent our electronic lives have become. It
also nods to the serially insane dramas of “Dexter”
and “Hannibal,” highlighting the struggle between
who we present to the world, and who we really are
inside. It’s also very similar to the dilemma faced by
one Clark Kent.
“Mr. Robot” is cleverly disguised as a superhero
drama. At first, that shows up in barely perceptible
ways, like how Alderson pulls his hood over his head
like “The Arrow” when he goes out at night; how he
almost magically accesses the inner life of everyone
online; and how (like Bruce Wayne) his traumatic
childhood imbued him with an obligation to justice.
And like many superheroes, he’s burdened by a
crushing sense of loneliness and isolation brought
on by his double life. Alderson escapes from the pain
by snorting morphine. He even does a bump before

walking into work, perhaps hoping to deaden the
voices in his head, hoping he can stop talking to us.
As the titular Mr. Robot, Christian Slater has played
this very character before, a wisecracking smarty
pants who seems cooler-than-thou and perpetually
stoned – “How very!” – and he does it well. The title
“Mr. Robot” is set in a bright-red Sega font, recalling
vintage video games. Alongside Slater’s presence,
there’s a twinge of nostalgia to the show. It’s a
reminder of a time when it was easier to disappear in
NYC by living in a cheap walkup on the Lower East
Side – to live a life that screamed “FSociety” and all
its Heathers. While Slater’s character is unimpressed
by just about everything, his commitment to the cause
presents a marked contrast to Alderson’s uncertainty.
And to “Mr. Robot,” such dithering is just a flaw.
“You’re either a one or a zero!” Mr. Robot snaps at
Alderson, insisting that destiny is mere binary code.
But people aren’t robots. The show blurs the line
between ones and zeroes like a morphine-drip haze,
always questioning where its sympathies should
land. Malek’s nuanced acting gives us all a chance
to meander within the lead character’s mind, and
what we find is far better than a one or a zero, and it’s
intriguing and touching in its unexpectedness. These
are the qualities one least expects from a robot.
“Mr. Robot” airs Fridays at 8 p.m. on USA Network.
Hugh Elliott is a writer and artist living in California who
rarely uses his Twitter handle @wehogayman

USA Network

The titular Mr. Robot (Christian Slater) looks on proudly as rogue cyberhacker Elliot Alderson (Rami Malek) prepares to erase the world’s debt.
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Film Capsules
BY SAMANTHA ANNE CARRILLO

Coming Soon
Court
Writer-director Chaitanya Tamhane’s
2014 absurdist comedy serves as a
precise indictment of India’s legal
system. This dramatic portrayal of
justice and prejudice in modern India
is at once naturalistic and funny, tragic
and riveting. 116 minutes. In Marathi,
Hindi, English and Gujarati with English
subtitles. (Opens Friday 7/31)
Guild Cinema Fri-Tue 3 & 5:30 p.m.

Mission: Impossible
– Rogue Nation
Review below.
131 minutes. Rated PG-13 (Opens
Thursday 7/30)

The Stanford Prison
Experiment
Kyle Patrick Alvarez’ psychological
thriller examines the effects of power,
imprisonment and submission. Based on
a real-life 1971 experiment on prison
power dynamics and its shocking results,
this socially relevant drama stars Billy
Crudup, Ezra Miller and Olivia Thirlby.
Even if you don’t catch the flick, read up

on the history. Scary stuff. 122 minutes.
Rated R (Opens Friday 7/31)
Guild Cinema Fri-Tue, 8 p.m.

Still Playing
Amy
Chanteuse Amy Winehouse was born,
she lived and she died. In between days,
her prodigious talent as a singer became
apparent. As she began to explore
her gifts, addiction descended like a hurricane. Asif Kapadia’s documentary relies
heavily on archival recordings of Amy
on Amy. Like the lady herself, the result
is astonishingly beautiful and ultimately
tragic. 128 minutes. Rated R

Ant Man
Marvel reaches toward self-referential
humor only to come up with an at-oncemuddled-by-detail-and-confused-in-tone
clunker. A guy (Michael Douglas) gets
hold of a suit that shrinks him to – wait
for it – the size of an ant. Naturally,
hijinks involving high-stakes theft and
geopolitics ensue. Douglas and cast
members including Paul Rudd, T.I., John
Slattery and Bobby Cannavale do their
utmost to urge the plot forward. 117
minutes. Rated PG-13

Inside Out
Pixar creates an authentically human
simulacrum of the real world. It exists
in the mind of a distraught adolescent
named Riley. Emotions are personified,
just like they sometimes are here on
Earth. Joy (Amy Poehler) smiles beatifically. Disgust (Mindy Kaling) rolls her
eyes at something Anger (Lewis Black)
says. When onscreen and anthropomorphic, sentiment proves unexpectedly
compelling. Take note, “real world.” 94
minutes. Rated PG

Jurassic World
Where’s Jeff Goldblum when you need
him? Probably curled up with Hal Hartley’s
latest script. Truth be told, his absence
doesn’t hurt this film. “Jurassic World” is
really a spectacular coming-out party for
Chris Pratt’s muscles. At this point in the
franchise, reiterations of and variations
on previous themes are getting pretty
bitey. Like some genetically engineered
dinosaurs. 123 minutes. Rated PG-13

Minions
If you have young children, you can
probably skip this review. The “minion”
originates from “Despicable Me.” This is
some sort of children’s film franchise that
centers on a mega-villain, his minions
and three orphans named Margo,

Edith and Agnes. “Minions” itself is a
prequel-slash-spinoff. Is it a metaphor for
evolution or devolution? Sandra Bullock,
Jon Hamm and Geoffrey Rush contribute
vocal talent. 91 minutes. Rated PG

Mr. Holmes
More recently acquainted with Robert
Downey, Jr.’s brand of methodical,
substance-abusing detective? This is
altogether different but succeeds on its
terms. Sherlock Holmes (Ian McKellen)
spends his golden years solving mysteries,
especially those that confounded him the
first time around. Surprise! The master
sleuth refuses to retire, instead revisiting
a perplexing case from the past. Laura
Linney costars. 104 minutes. Rated PG

Terminator Genisys
Arnold is back, and he kills. More specifically, the latest film in the Terminator
franchise proves that the past is always
fertile ground for the future. The Terminator has aged, there is an alternative
timeline to reckon with, and the Earth and
its human inhabitants may still be doomed.
Tune in this week for the stunning coup de
grace. 126 minutes. Rated PG-13

Trainwreck
See review on page 20. 125 minutes.
Rated R

‘Mission: Impossible – Rogue Nation’ Review
By abq free press staff

T

he popularity of the “Mission: Impossible”
franchise means that – thankfully – Tom
Cruise won’t be joining “The Expendables”
squad of retread action heroes any time soon.
Cruise, the creative force behind the “Mission:
Impossible” movie brand, delivers what some
reviewers say is the most tightly wound plot of
the series to date. He also delivers something
other movie-makers haven’t figured out:
realistic action fantasy.
He understands that moviegoers react emotionally to real, onscreen people doing really
dangerous stunts – Cruise himself hanging off
the side of a cargo airplane – vs. our ho-hum
response to yet another 1,000-foot-high
computer-generated tsunami or collapsing
L.A. cityscape.
In this film, the fifth in the 19-year-old M:I
series, the leader of Impossible Mission Force
team Ethan Hunt (Cruise) is so far out of
favor in Washington that he’s officially – or is
that unofficially? – no longer part of the U.S.
government.
A newcomer to the franchise, Alec Baldwin
plays Alan Hunley, an incoming CIA chief who
believes Hunt’s elite team should be scattered
to the four winds. Hunley makes it clear he
believes Hunt is delusional in thinking there’s
a worldwide “syndicate” of ex-agents plotting
terror incidents for profit.
As the adult in the room, Baldwin scores
some of the film’s best lines. He also gets stuck
with some of the lamest. Consider this gem:
“Hunt is a manifestation of destiny.” That’s
something only an actor with Baldwin’s history

of irony could get away with.
Hunt’s mission is to save the world from a
band of Chechen rebels armed with missiles
capable of delivering death by nerve gas to
millions. To do so, Hunt must woo his former
IMF teammates Brandt (Jeremy Renner) and
Benji (Simon Pegg) from their new jobs at the
CIA to help him overcome his lack of resources
as a down-on-his-luck secret agent. Also back
from M:I 5 is Hunt’s goofy, gadget-wielding
buddy Luther Stickell (Ving Rhames).
Between heart-stopping action sequences
– including motorcycle chases with real, live
flying bodies CGI could never convincingly
convey – writer-director Christopher McQuarrie builds a sense of dread with hints of
traitors at the highest levels. Could Baldwin’s
CIA chief be one?
Playing the fence in the role of frenemy
is Ilsa Faust (Rebecca Ferguson), a seductive
British agent whose common cause with Hunt
might be a ruse. Is Ilsa in the service of the
Syndicate? Saying that Ferguson steals the
show is not an overstatement. But the highspeed bromance among IMF team members
barely leaves room for a recurring female role.
Cruise may be 53, but he’s still out there –
fighting, jumping, doing things secret agents
do and not yet resembling Steven Segal.
When your pulse settles after two hours and
11 minutes of fights, crashes, fireballs and
beatings, you’ll realize that the “Mission:
Impossible” formula still has plenty of gas left
in the tank.

music
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Alchemy of Genre: Marriages’ Emma Ruth Rundle on Metal and Why LA Sucks
BY M. BRIANNA STALLINGS

I

You lived and worked in Los
Angeles for a while. How would
you say the cultural landscape of
LA shaped your aesthetics?

f there’s one sin we music journalists are all too guilty of committing,
it’s rubber-stamping genre labels
all over artists the second we hear
them; it’s like we’re driven to codify.
Shoegaze and metal and noise, oh
my ... god, shut up.

I’m going to be honest with you, because I’m really tired and I don’t have
the energy to pretend like shit is cool:
I think LA is fucked up. There isn’t a
supportive community doing creative
things together. These are things that
just didn’t exist for me in LA.

When we’re not muddying the
true intent of groups by plastering
buzzwords from the unofficial music
snob lexicon all over them, many of
us scoff at the idea that a band would
be so brazen as to bill its sound as
“uncategorizable.” C’mon. You’ve
gotta be something we can recognize,
right?! And we wonder why so many
musicians bristle at being branded as
one genre or another.

Loud, fluid and eerie, ex-LA trio
Marriages’ debut album “Salome”
shines, thanks in no small part to
From left, Marriages’ Andrew Clinco, Emma Ruth Rundle and Greg Burns break from
singer/guitarist Emma Ruth Rundle,
“serious band photo” posing.
also of Red Sparowes and Nocturnes,
You’re performing here
as well as a solo musician and visual
Marriages
in Albuquerque with
artist. In June, Philadelphia foursome Creepoid
with Creepoid, Rawrr!
Marriages in August,
released “Cemetery Highrise Slum,” a record that
and Shekinah
then here again solo –
jangles and sways through a wash of reverb made
Launchpad
opening for French artist
possible in part by guitarist Nicholas Kulp. Make of
618 Central SW
Alcest – three months to
these descriptors what you will.
7:30 p.m., age 13 +
the day later, in October.
Creepoid, along with local acts Rawrr! and ShekiTickets: $10 via
What challenges do you
nah, open for headliner Marriages, at Launchpad
holdmyticket.com
face splitting your time
(618 Central SW) on Sunday, Aug. 9. Doors to the
marriagesband.com
between Marriages and
(13+) plus show swing wide at 7 p.m., and the music
creepoid.com
your solo work?
starts at 7:30 p.m.
Emma Ruth Rundle and Nicholas Kulp each spoke
by phone with ABQ Free Press about new releases,
the pleasures of fog machines and the names their
bands get called by people like me.
Emma Ruth Rundle, Marriages
How’s this tour going? How’s working with Creepoid?

Rundle: It’s been a rough week for [Marriages]. It’s
the start to a tour. The drives have been really long,
and we haven’t been eating or sleeping very much,
so all of us are a little out of it. I’m also the last
person who’s able to put on a happy face. I’m the
first person to get grumpy.

Creepoid is great. We’ve only played a few shows
with them. They’re cool. We all get along. That’s a
critical thing when you’re on tour with somebody;
it’s more about the personalities. The music’s great
too, though. I especially enjoy watching [Creepoid
member Emma Troxell] play bass. And we both use
lots of fog while playing! (laughs)
Marriages’ new album, “Salome,” has such a
sprawling oceanic feel. Tell me more about it.

The songs were written over a long period of time.
It wasn’t the kind of situation where we were all
together in a magical cabin somewhere and committed to a concept. If anything, there was a concerted
effort, it was to make an album that had songs,
versus our EP “Kitsune,” where it seemed to be one
long composition.

I’m pretty tired, but I
feel very grateful. I never thought I would have so
many opportunities to pursue all of these projects.
I was used to my creative projects being done in
secret, in my personal space. Now it’s turned inside
out. I’ve been out in the world a lot. It is different
live with Marriages than it is with solo. With the
solo stuff I can take liberties, put my heart into it
based on the way I’m feeling that day.

Nick Fancher

Los Angeles is not a friendly place.
There’s a lot more competition than
there is support. I mean, there are
some things about it that are awesome. All the bands on [Marriages’
label] Sargent House are a community
that exists there, one that I appreciate.
But overall, LA is just vapid. I was
happy to get out of there.
You moved to Portland, right?

Yeah, but that meant moving a couple of boxes into a room that I spent
all of four weeks in so far. I’m not really sure where
I’m going to go after this, though. I don’t know that
I’m going to go back to Portland.
I see groups like yours continue to help foster
exciting new dimensions for metal, in part because
of how much that genre has blossomed from its
origins. What are your thoughts on this?
Rundle: Metal in general is probably the most
specific and particular trickle-down from what it
originally was. People used to call Black Sabbath
metal, and now we would never think of it like that.
I think it’s a great thing for music to sort of spin out
into all these other genres.
With Marriages in particular, I have no idea
what genre we are. The only thing I have to say for
our band is that I’m glad to be part of something
that feels like it doesn’t have a home anywhere.
But sometimes I do think it’s hard for our success
because it’s hard to pigeonhole us.

Creepoid’s Nicholas Kulp
Doesn’t Care What You Call It
I like Creepoid’s new album, “Cemetery Highrise
Slum.” What was it like to work with producer Peter
Mavrogeorgis? He’s also worked with artists like
Grinderman, The National and Sharon Van Etten.
Kulp: The experience was great. It was interesting to
work with somebody who did things with different
recording techniques that we hadn’t been subjected to.
How different was it – working with Mavrogeorgis
at Dollhouse Studios in Savannah – versus working in
your hometown of Philadelphia?
Philadelphia’s fast-paced, so Savannah was way
more of a relaxed environment. There was also a
sense of being comfortable, as well. It was a little bit
different than the urgency would have been if we
were recording in Philadelphia.

Courtesy of artist

The music press often describes Creepoid as
shoegaze. Does that sound accurate to you?
It’s definitely incorrect. We’re Creepoid. That’s who
we are. You can call us whatever you want, but that’s
not what it actually is. Just because people describe
you in certain ways doesn’t mean that’s what you are.
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Within Range: On Electro, Experimental and Country

music
B

m Box: Reviews of New Music

BY SAMANTHA ANNE CARRILLO

B

ack in March 2011, Travis Egedy
aka Pictureplane canceled a
concert in his hometown of Santa
Fe owing to car trouble. I remember
because it was one of the first show
previews I wrote for my then-brandnew blog Things in Light. It’s been
over four years, but patient high
desert denizens now have two
chances to catch an Egedy gig in
the 505. On Wednesday, July 29,
Pictureplane opens for NYC alternative hip-hop act HEEMS on his Eat
Pray Thug tour at Launchpad (618
Central SW), along with Quwali and
Dan K. Doors to this ages 13-plus
gig swing wide at 7 p.m., and your
alien body emerges at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $10. Best known as the guy who
coined the term “witch house,”
Pictureplane’s electro powers are
vast. Check out tracks like “Real Is
a Feeling,” “Goth Star” and “Post
Physical” to get a sense of his
sound. If you already missed that
one, you can also witness Picture-
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BY NATE MAX SON and M. BR I ANNA STALLI NGS

plane at the Skylight (139 West San
Francisco Street) in his native Santa
Fe on Saturday, Aug. 1. That 21-plus
show starts at 10 p.m., and tickets
are $7. Pro-tip: Pictureplane has rad
merch, so bring some extra cash.
This year’s Roost
Creative Music Series
kicks off at Tricklock
Performance Laboratory (110 Gold
SW) on Sunday, Aug.
2. Happening every
Sunday through Sept. 20,
the annual performative
compendium of emerging, creative
sound begins with a concert by
Kodama Trio (Robert Muller, Jeremy
Bleich, Milton Villarrubia III) and
The Rampant Egos (Dwight Loop,
Arnold Bodmer, Justin Parker, Kestrel Andrus) on Aug. 2. This all-ages
show starts at 7:30 p.m. sharp,
and tickets are $7. Visit
theroostabq.com for deets on the
remainder of the series, which

features artists like Thollem
McDonas, Jeff Kaiser, Pentet, the
Mustafa Stefan Dill/Brahim Frigbane
Duo, Tin/Bag, Cloacas, Mighty Bull
Durhams and Small Measures.
All concerts start at 7:30 p.m. on
Sundays; so, through
September, if you find
yourself adrift, here’s
your solution.
On Friday, Aug.
7, local live music
fans can roadtrip their
way to sonic heaven.
At Taos Mesa Brewery
(20 ABC Mesa Road) in El Prado,
N.M., Music on the Mesa features
country-western angel Lucinda
Williams along with Joe Pug, Robyn
Ludwick and Sammy Brue. Doors
to this all-ages fest open at 3 p.m.,
and headliner Williams’ set starts
at 8:30 p.m. Presale tickets are $45,
and you can expect that to jump
$10 at the door. For more info, visit
taosmusiconthemesa.com. For those

more inclined to travel to the City
Different, rocker Grace Potter – yes,
of the Nocturnals – plays the Lensic
Performing Arts Center (211 West
San Francisco Street) in Santa Fe on
Friday, Aug. 7. Presented by AMP
Concerts in conjunction with the
Santa Fe Yoga Festival, this all-ages
concert begins at 7:30 p.m., and
tickets range from $37 to $49.
Gather more info at lensic.org.
In Albuquerque proper, head to
Sister (407 Central NW) on Wednesday, Aug. 12, for an evening of
XX-centric experimental glory with
Haley Fohr’s ethereal Circuit des
Yeux, multi-instrumentalist Marisa
Anderson and local bass-powered
crew Chicharra. The eldritch beauty
overflows at 8 p.m. Entrance to this
sonic salon will only run you $5, but
you must be 21. For more up-todate concert listings, follow ABQ
Free Press on Facebook at facebook.
com/ABQFreePress.

TAME IMPALA

WILCO

(Interscope)

(dBPM Records)

“Currents”

TITUS
ANDRONICUS

“Star Wars”

B

rian Wilson’s Beach
Boys. Trent Reznor’s
Nine Inch Nails. Kevin
Barnes’ Of Montreal.
Genre-defining music
created by micro-managing multi-instrumentalists. Finally, with
“Currents,” you can
add Kevin Parker’s Tame Impala to that list. To describe this
Australian outfit as a band would be generous; it’s only a
band when Parker wants it to be. He didn’t even summon
Dave Fridmann (Mercury Rev, Flaming Lips, ad infinitum)
to mix as he did with “Innerspeaker” and “Lonerism.”
“Currents” is 100% Parker’s brainchild, a synth-heavy
dance pop progression from Tame Impala’s psych rock
roots. The song’s themes also deal with transformation.
“Let It Happen” says just roll with an inescapable world
rather than fight it. “Eventually” admits – somewhat
egotistically – one’s role as heartbreaker in the demise of a
romance. Although Parker dismisses Daft Punk-esque
“The Less I Know The Better” as dorky white funk, it does
end on the zinger “So c’mon Superman, say your stupid
line.” Personal favorite “Past Life” details that painful
chance encounter with an ex. Its narrative and one-two
punch conclusion is powerful; its soundscape conjures
fellow Aussies, Liars. Ambitious, spacey, charmingly
megalomaniacal. (MBS)

D

o struggling musicians resent Wilco’s
luxury to release free,
surprise albums? My inner cynic says probably.
The indie rock staple
has a solid fanbase,
and Wilco solidified its
place in Americana over
two decades. Highlights include: a substantial catalog; the
Americanarama Tour with Bob Dylan, My Morning Jacket
and Richard Thompson in 2013; and Tweedy as producer on
Thompson’s latest “Still.” Jeff Tweedy and company can get
away with offering ninth album “Star Wars” as a free, digital
download a month before its release. It’s more experimental
than previous work, something up-and-comers may only
dream of pulling off. And that title! Chutzpah much? My
inner idealist can’t help but think that everyone is too busy
digging on “Star Wars” to be truly jealous. Fuzzy electric
guitar kicks off instrumental opener “EKG,” then courses
through “More,” “Random Name Generator” and “The
Joke Explained.” Tweedy’s vocals on the latter smack of
mid-‘70s Dylan. Wilco hearkens back to its alt-country roots
with “Taste The Ceiling” then goes “White Album”-blues
bizarro on personal favorite “Pickled Ginger.” “Cold Slope”
and “King of You” bleed seamlessly into one another before
tapering off on “Magnetized,” a lush, theremin-tinged
conclusion that smacks of Brian Wilson. (MBS)

“The Most Lamentable Tragedy”
(Merge)

A

sound like Beethoven shoots off
into the stratosphere
… Titus Andronicus is
the rock and roll band
of the 2010s. With
two flawless albums’
lyrical angst and one album, “The Monitor,” that restaged
the Civil War as a romantic breakup in New Jersey, the next
logical step was a rock opera. As is tradition, it’s awfully hard to
discern exactly what’s going on in the alleged whole. But they’re
fired up something fierce. On second track “No Future IV: No
Future Triumphant” – the fourth of their songs to be titled “No
Future” – lead singer Patrick Stickles entertains cruel, unusual
punishment before a wave of stadium rock displaces him. It’s
potent bombast. All those ‘70s cheeserockers like Foreigner and
Cheap Trick would roll over in their graves if they weren’t still on
the casino circuit. Titus Andronicus takes that vintage rock ‘n’
roll style and renders it bigger and badder than ever. Without
falling into metal clichés or being a tribute band, Titus wears its
influences on its sleeve. One song deliberately steals its chorus
from Daniel Johnston. There are 29 tracks here, which is an
hour-and-a-half of music. The vaguely consistent narrator
threatens to kill Ronald Reagan. Stickles shouts, “Let me show
you my fatal flaw.” 2010’s “The Monitor” was big. This is
bigger. (NM)

DUKE CITY BINGO
We play bingo EVERY DAY and EVERY NIGHT
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

ATM

EXTENDED PARKING • SECURITY OFFICERS • ALL AGES CAN PLAY • CLEAN BUILDING • SMOKING/NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE

HIGH-DEFINITION
MONITORS

PACKS FOR ANY
BUDGET OR
FAMILY BUDGET

WE PAY UP TO
$300,000 MONTHLY IN
“CASH PRIZES”

ALL PROCEEDS GO
BACK TO SUPPORT
LOCAL NON-PROFITS

• EACH SPEEDY PAYS $100

• TWO $1000 COVER ALLS EACH DAY

• DOORS OPEN AT 11am

• DAY SESSION STARTS AT 12:30pm, NIGHT AT 7pm

DUKECITYBINGO.NET • 505.293.5676 • 11342 LEXINGTON NE, ABQ NM 87123
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Great Beyond:
On Russian Girlfriends and Seattle

BY SAL TREPPIEDI

I

n Albuquerque music history, an ebb
and flow of talent has called the Duke
City home. We’re not New York or Los
Angeles, and those who persist here
work extremely hard to earn the community’s respect. Bands like Blue Hornets,
E. Christina Herr & Wild Frontier, Reviva,
Keith Sanchez & the Moonbeams and Le
Chat Lunatique continue to shine.

LIV E !

from New York City

Bob Nelson

• 2 HBO Specials
• Several tv and movie appearances
• Protégé of the Master Rodney Dangerfield

SAT U RD AY, A UG US T 8, 20 1 5
Do o r s O pen at 8, Sh o w at 8:30
Em b as s y Suit es H o t el

Plus! 4 top lady comics

1000 Woodward Pl NE

Tickets: $25 pre-sale $30 at the door BUY ONLINE
#XTREMEKOMEDY * TXT “FUNNY” TO 51660

VISIT XTREMEKOMEDY.COM

OR CALL

505-245-7100

Proceeds benefiting

Another local band that’s making
headway is Russian Girlfriends. I had
a chance to hear a bit about the band
from a friend. After hearing the band’s
forthcoming debut “All Around” (on
color vinyl Aug. 3), I believe Russian
Girlfriends just might stick. On “All
Around,” it’s obvious there’s potential.
Let’s start with the album cover. First
impressions count, and the initial feel
is a photo of AC/DC’s Bon Scott mashed
up with the covers of the Stones’ “Sticky
Fingers” and Mötley Crüe’s “Too Fast for
Love.”
Even the font resembles that Crüe album, but the real proof lies in the sound.
And I believe we’ve got a winner. “All
Around” is edgy punk with a conscience.
Prepare to stage dive, mosh or perhaps
just bang your head. But don’t overlook
the lyrics. Russian Girlfriends took part
in 94 Rock’s recent Battle of the Bands
contest and didn’t emerge victors, but
the band plans to tour extensively,
cutting their performative teeth on the
road.
russiangirlfriends.bandcamp.com;
FB: russiangirlfriends
And, here’s a public service announcement: If you’re a local band or artist
looking for coverage, drop me a line at
greatbeyondmusic@gmail.com.
For those who still have Seattle
pigeonholed as grunge heaven, here’s
a band that will change your mind. The
first is the Mama Rags, a throwback
to late ‘60s/early ‘70s garage rock. Their
brand-new four-song EP titled “Hectic
Electric” is garnering critical acclaim.
Consequence of Sound wrote, “People
looking for heavy riffs, swaggering
drums, and stomping bass lines with nononsense declarations about living life

on your own terms have a new sound to
look towards.” Opening track “Invite
Me Over” is a ribald homage to “Exile
on Main Street”-era Stones’ culture. It’s a
little bit country and delivers supersized
rock ‘n’ roll delinquency vibes. The song
ends with “Aren’t you glad I came? /
Aren’t you glad you came?” Why, yes,
thanks. It’s a nonstop party, and you’re
invited.
themamarags.com;
TW: @themamarags; FB: themamarags

On the opposite end of the spectrum,
from LA by way of rural Connecticut,
comes pastoral feast Mercies. The group
has been compared to Fleet Foxes and
Grizzly Bear. Their latest is titled “Blue
Against Green” on the Randm Records
imprint. “Blue Against Green” is the
culmination of the band’s professional
and personal life experiences: moving
to the West Coast and the desire to
venture into the unknown, and the will
to keep moving forward. Start with
“Every Echo,” “Zalea” and “Something
To Lose.”
merciesmusic.com; TW: @merciesmusic;
FB: merciesmusic
Check out videos by the bands
featured in this column, and get your
independent music fix between issues
by visiting Great Beyond Music Blog at
greatbeyondmusic.wordpress.com
Follow on Twitter
@GreatBeyondBlog and Facebook at
facebook.com/greatbeyondmusicblog
Email comments, suggestions and tips
to greatbeyondmusic@gmail.com

MUSIC
The real thing, Page 17
them you can build bridges across
incomprehension and chaos.”
Director Kitts and cast handle
Stoppard’s words with respect if not
complete clarity. Pip Lustgarten is
strong as Charlotte, who’s exasperated by her roles on stage and in life.
Charlotte returns late in the second
act, joining ex-husband Henry in
seeing their daughter Debbie off on an
adventure. Sage Hughes is delightful
as Debbie, who happens to demonstrate a command of language nearly
as daunting as her father’s.
Scott Bryan brings comic dimension
to clueless actor Max. Bryan nicely differentiates Max as actor-playing-a-character and Max extempore. Stephanie
Ann Landers does well with the difficult
character of serial adulteress Annie.
She’s callous when breaking Max’s
heart and clings to her seductive ways
even after being assured of Henry’s
love. Landers’ defense of convict Brodie
(played enthusiastically in a single scene
by Rhett Butler) is powerful but Henry
deems her arguments “stupidity made
coherent.” Isaac Christie is wonderful
as Billy, Annie’s co-star in Glasgow,
and the moments between Christie and
Landers are particularly evocative.
Acting honors go to Matthew Van
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Wettering for his portrayal of Henry.
I’ve had my eye on Van Wettering
for years, waiting to see him play a
starring role. He didn’t disappoint.
Van Wettering’s Henry – a stand-in for
the playwright himself – is complex
and vulnerable despite his cleverness
and intelligence. As one character tells
him, “You may have all the answers,
but having all the answers is not what
life’s about.” Van Wettering suffers
with Henry through a marital betrayal
that wounds him but also allows
him to feel deeply again, effectively
ending his writer’s block.
In “The Real Thing,” Stoppard
maintains his intellectual wit and
defense of language while humanizing
his characters, blending art and heart.

Alternative Health Fair
Saturday, August 1
10 am ~ 3 pm
Curanderas
Acupuncture
Energy Healers
Chakra Balancing
Chinese Medicine
Aromatherapy
Kinesiology
Reiki
Yoga
and more!

Barry Gaines is a Professor Emeritus at
UNM and Administrator of the American
Theater Critics Association.

The Real Thing
Through Aug. 16
The Vortex
2900 Carlisle NE
Fridays, Saturdays 7:30 p.m.,
Sundays 2 p.m.
Tickets: $22
vortexabq.org

Free Admission
Now at our
new location

800 20th Street NW
Rio Grande & I-40 at Bellamah
505-266-8443
www.MamasMinerals.com/AltHealthFair
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CALENDAr
DEFINITIVE DOZEN
JULY 30-AUGUST 16
1 Performances: Aye, No!

Part of Siembra, Latino Theatre Festival
National Hispanic Cultural Center, 1701
Fourth St SW, 724-4771, nhccnm.org

AUGUST 1-2

5 Fairs, Festivals, Fiestas: Summer
Festival and Wild West Adventures

9 Fairs, Festivals, Fiestas: Downtown Summerfest: Taylor Dayne

Rancho de las Golondrinas, 334 Los Pinos Rd,
Santa Fe, (505) 471-2261,
golondrinas.org

2 Performances: Hops and Dreams:
Desert Darlings Belly Dance

Tractor Brewery: Wells Park, 1800 Fourth
St NW, 243-6752, getplowed.com

3 Family: Dr. Seuss Story Time,
What Pet Should I Get?

10:30 am, Animal Humane New Mexico,
615 Virginia St SE, bkwrks.com

4 Music: A Tribute to Jerry Garcia:
The Lonn Calanca Band
& Detroit Lightning

7 pm, Fort Marcy Park, 490 Washington
Ave, Santa Fe, ampconcerts.org

– encore screenings

The Guild Cinema, 3405 Central Ave NE,
255-1848; for movie times: guildcinema.com

AUGUST 7-8

7:30 pm, VSA North Fourth Art Center,
4904 Fourth St NW,
RSVP: SHIFTCDC@gmail.com

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
11 Fairs, Festivals, Fiestas: 12th
Annual Pueblo Independence Day
7 am, Free, Jemez Pueblo Plaza and Jemez
Historic Site, (575) 829-3530,
nmmonuments.org/jemez

12 Outdoors: SNAP: A Nature and
Photo Hike

AUGUST 7-9
8 Fairs, Festivals, Fiestas:

5 pm, Marble Brewery, 111 Marble Ave,
243-2739, marblebrewery.com

in the

& Spearhead

7 Fundraiser: Shift: Launch
to benefit SHIFT Contemporary
Dance Collective

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

r event

10 Music: Michael Franti

AUGUST 5-8

Old Lincoln Days

8:30 am, Lincoln Historic Site, 12 miles
east of Capitan on US 380, Lincoln, RSVP:
nmhistoricsites.org/lincoln, (575) 653-4082

8:30 am, Tingley Bosque Ponds, Bring
your camera, RSVP: 452-5222,
cabq.gov/openspace

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29

List you

5 pm, free, Civic Plaza, 400 Marquette
Ave NW, cabq.gov

6 Screens: ‘Manglehorn’

FRIDAY, JULY 31

PERFORMANCES

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
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Latin Fest: Jimmy Gonzalez
y Grupo MAZZ with Red
Wine Band
6 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central
Ave NW, kimotickets.com,
newmexicosredwineband.com

THURSDAY, JULY 30
Bev Rogoff Quartet, Jazz
Brasiliero, Tony Cesarano
Quartet
7:30 pm, Outpost Performance
Space, 210 Yale Blvd SE, 268-0044,
outpostspace.org

JULY 29-AUGUST 24
Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival

JULY 29-AUGUST 2
Sister Bar
407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com
July 29, E.N. Young
July 31, Red Light Cameras, Sloan
Armitage and the Wandering Lares
August 1, Mama Africa
August 2, Eric Hisaw Band

JULY 29-AUGUST 8
Marble Brewery
111 Marble Ave NW, 243-2739,
marblebrewery.com
July 29, Picklefish
July 30, Squash Blossom Boys
July 31, Drastic Andrew Band
August 8, Josh Robert & the Hinges

JULY 29-AUGUST 9
Launchpad
618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com
July 29, Heems, Pictureplane
July 30, Chris Staples, Lemolo
July 31, Oh Ranger!, Get Action, Starsky
August 1, GodHunter, Black Maria,
Destroyer of Light
August 2, Kyle Gass Band, Double Plow
August 3, Riff Raff
August 4, Otherwise, Throw the
Temple, Modus Operandi
August 5, The Plot in You, Myka,
Relocate, Agony Before Defeat
August 6, Beat Battle: Hosted by
Wake Self
August 7, Innastate, Rebecca Arscott
and One Heart Fyah
August 9, Marriages, Creepoid, Rawrr!

JULY 29-AUGUST 11
Burt’s Tiki Lounge
313 Gold Ave SW, 247-2878
July 29, Fresh 2Def: Babahfly & Summon
July 30, Consull
July 31, I Cum Drums
August 1, Silent Crush
August 3, D on Darox
August 4, Copper Heads

MUSIC
Sunshine Theater, 120 Central Ave SW,
764-0249, sunshinetheaterlive.com

Part of Saturday Sunset Series
7 pm, Elena Gallegos Picnic Area,
452-5200, cabq.gov

JULY 30-AUGUST 1

Chatter Concert: Wind Quintets

DIVERSA

9:30 am, Kosmos Performance Space
at the Factory on 5th, 1715 5th St NW,
chatterabq.org

9 pm, Stereo Bar, 622 Central Ave SW,
elreyabq.com

Emily’s D+Evolution presented
by Esperanza Spalding

Russell James Pyle

PicturePlane
Skylight, 139 W San Francisco St,
Santa Fe, (505) 982-0775,
skylightsantafe.com

7:30 pm, The Lensic, 211 W San Francisco St, Santa Fe, ampconcerts.org

The Jam Spot
239 San Pedro NE, 440-2600,
jamspotabqnm@gmail.com
July 30, Warhead, Rezet, The Rot Inn
July 31, Survive this

The Dirty Bourbon
9800 Montgomery Blvd NW, 296-2726,
dirtybourbon.com
July 30-August 1, Tanner Louis & the
Aviators

JULY 31-AUGUST 9
Sneakerz Sports Grille
4100 San Mateo Blvd NE, 837-1708,
sneakerzsportsbar.com
July 31, 6 pm, August Rayne
July 31, 9 pm, Karaoke
August 7, 6 pm, Sapphire Band
August 7, 9 pm, Karaoke
August 8, 8 pm, Sapphire Band

Low Spirits
2823 Second St NW, 344-9555,
lowspiritslive.com
July 31, Ryan McGarvey
August 4, Holy Ghost Tent Revival
August 5, Brass Knuckle Boys, Jukebox Romantics
August 6, The Derailers
August 9, Kim Lenz, Cowboys &
Indians

AUGUST 1-AUGUST 11
Zinc Cellar Bar
3009 Central Ave NE, 254-9462,
zincabq.com
August 1, Jackie Zamora Band
August 4, Jeremiah Sammartano
August 8, MARKLAND
August 9, Antonio Lopez
August 11, Kyle Tischler

THURSDAY, JULY 30
Aaron Watson, Hunter Hutchinson

Tractor Brewery: Wells Park, 1800 4th
St NW, 243-6752, getplowed.com

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6

Blues Jam with the SW Blues
Network

Barnaby Bright

Nosotros

Sliding Stones

Part of Party on the Patio
6 pm, Pueblo Harvest Café, 2401 12th
St NW, 724-3510,
indianpueblo.com/puebloharvestcafe

10:30 am, Free, Ernie Pyle Library, 900
Girard SE, 256-2065, abclibrary.org

Shook Twins

Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC Mesa Rd,
El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
holdmyticket.com

Part of Summer Nights Concert
Schedule
6 pm, ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden,
2601 Central Ave NW, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

FRIDAY, JULY 31
Brian Culbertson
Part of Zoo Music
6 pm, ABQ BioPark Zoo, 903 10th
Street SW, 764-6200, abqbiopark.com

Calvin Appleberry
7 pm, Vernon’s Speakeasy, 6855
Fourth St NW, Los Ranchos, 341-0831,
thehiddensteakhouse.com

The Commitments
8 pm, Santa Fe Railyard Park 740
Cerrillos Rd, Santa Fe, ampconcerts.org

StarTribe: Desert Dwellers,
Kaminanda

Unknown Mortal Orchestra
Skylight, 139 W San Francisco St,
Santa Fe, (505) 982-0775

SUNDAY, AUGUST 2
Schola Cantorum

Part of Chatter Concert Series
6 pm, Free, Albuquerque Museum of
Art & History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW,
242-4600, cabq.gov/museum

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7
Barleyjuice
Part of Zoo Music
6 pm, ABQ BioPark Zoo, 903 10th St SW,
764-6200, abqbiopark.com

Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC Mesa Rd,
El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
taosmesabrewing.com

TUESDAY, AUGUST 4
Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra

Yerba Buena

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5
Bebe La La
7 pm, Bookworks,
4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW, bkwrks.com

8 pm, Inn of the Mountain Gods,
87 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero,
(800) 545-9011, ticketmaster.com,
innofthemountaingods.com

JULY 31-AUGUST 2
Cellicion Traditional Zuni
Dancers
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
Aloe Blacc
7 pm, Inn of the Mountain Gods,
87 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero,
(800) 545-9011, ticketmaster.com,
innofthemountaingods.com

Bakermat
9 pm, Santa Ana Star, The Stage, 54
Jemez Canyon Dam Rd, Santa Ana
Pueblo, 867-0000, redfishent.com

Carlos Medina/Graviel de la
Plaga

Lucinda Williams

AUGUST 7-30

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
Kill Paris
El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave SW,
elreyabq.com

Loch Eil
2 pm, Cherry Hills Library, 6901 Barstow
St NE, 857-8321, abclibrary.org

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
Chatter Sunday: Emanuele
Arciuli
9:30 am, Kosmos Performance Space
at the Factory on 5th, 1715 Fifth St
NW, chatterabq.org

Hot Buttered Rum
Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC Mesa Rd,
El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
taosmesabrewing.com

Rodey Hall, UNM Main Campus,
203 Cornell Drive NE, 925-5858,
unmtickets.com

Once Upon a Mattress
Musical Theatre Southwest, 6320-B
Domingo NE, 265-9119,
musicaltheatresw.com

Shrek the Musical Jr.
South Broadway Cultural Center,
1025 Broadway Blvd SE, 848-1320,
cabq.gov/sbcc

THROUGH AUGUST 16
The Real Thing

THROUGH AUGUST 29

José Feliciano

9 pm, Effex Albuquerque,
420 Central Ave SW, redfistent.com

Shinyribs

The Music Man

FRIDAY, JULY 31

Skylight, 139 W San Francisco St,
Santa Fe, (505) 982-0775,
skylightsantafe.com

The Disco Fries

3 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
taosmesabrewing.com

9 pm, Stereo Bar, 622 Central Ave SW,
elreyabq.com
Part of Summertime in Old Town
7 pm, Old Town Plaza,
303 Romero St NW, cabq.gov

Music and Fashion: From Lully
to Lady Gaga

2 pm, New Mexico History Museum,
113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 476-5200, nmhistorymuseum.org

7:30 pm, Free, The Cooperage,
7220 Lomas NE, 255-1657,
cooperageabq.com

Nina Las Vegas

Part of Summer Nights Concert
Schedule
6 pm, ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden,
2601 Central Ave NW, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

Aux Dog Theatre Nob Hill, 3011
Monte Vista Blvd NE, 254-7716,
auxdog.com/wordpress

The Vortex Theatre, 2900 Carlisle
NE, 247-8600, vortexabq.org

Sammy Kershaw

CLUBS & PUBS

Nunsense

Various locations, (505) 983-2075,
santafechambermusic.com

8 pm, Route 66 Casino, I-40 Exit
140, 352-7866, rt66casino.com

August 5, Fresh 2Def: Gajah & Noah23
August 6, Wae Fonkey
August 7, G5fly
August 8, Pawnshop Posterboys
August 9, Sole (anticon)
August 11, Howlin Wolves

THROUGH AUGUST 2

Picnic
The Adobe Theater, 9813 4th St
NW, 898-9222, adobetheater.org

AUGUST 8-SEPTEMBER 13
Arsenic and Old Lace
Albuquerque Little Theatre,
224 San Pasquale Ave SW, 242-4750,
albuquerquelittletheatre.org

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
John Fogerty
Sandia Resort & Casino, Amphitheater, 30 Rainbow Rd NE, 796-7500,
sandiacasino.com

ONGOING
THROUGH JULY 31
Comedy Question Mark
Fridays, 9:30 pm, The Box Performance Space, 100 Gold Ave SW
#112, theboxabqtickets.com

Murder at the Abilene Saloon
Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown,
2600 Louisiana Blvd NE, 377-9593,
foulplaycafe.com

SCREENS
JULY 29-August 11
Fathom Events
at selected movie theaters,
fathomevents.com
July 29, “Aida”
July 30, “All Work All Play”
August 4-5, “Dragon Ball Z:
Resurrection ‘F’”
August 6, “Big, Loud & Live 12”
August 8, “Dragon Ball Z:
Resurrection ‘F’”
August 8, “The International Dota 2”
August 10-11, “Enchanted Kingdom” in 3D
August 11, “Dragon Ball Z:
Resurrection ‘F’”

JULY 30-AUGUST 13
The Guild Cinema
3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848; for
movie times: guildcinema.com
July 30, “Pather Panchali,”
“Aparajito”
July 31, Stand Up Comedy with
Smitty, Caitlin, Eddie and Matt!
July 31-August 4, “Court”
July 31-August 4, “The Stanford
Prison Experiment”
August 1, “The Mama Sherpas”
August 5-8, “The Little Death”
August 7-8, “The Craft”
– the 19th Anniversary!
August 9-13, “A Poem is a Naked
Person”: The Leon Russell documentary
August 9-13, “The Wrecking Crew”

JULY 31-AUGUST 7
CCA Cinematheque
1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe,
(505) 982-1338, ccasantafe.org
Starts July 31, “The Farewell Party”
(Mita Tova)
August 1-3, “Nights of Cabiria”
Starts August 7, “Phoenix”
Starts August 7, “Slingshot”

¡Cantar el cuerpo electrónico con Lulacruza!
BY M. BRIANNA STALLINGS

Experience a state of quixotic musical bliss with South American
electronic folk trio Lulacruza on Saturday, Aug. 1, at the National
Hispanic Cultural Center (1701 Fourth Street SW). Electronica
whiz Luis Maurette
incorporates found
sound objects and
field recordings
with Amazonian
flutes, percussion
and charango.
Vocalist Alejandra
Ortiz also plays a
variety of different
Lula Bauer
folk instruments,
including Colombian cuatro, Persian tar, shruti box and kalimba.
Argentine Maurette and Colombian Ortiz originally joined
forces as a duo. Lulacuza’s latest addition is bassist Pablo Paz.
The group is touring in support of the latest album “Orcas,”
which was recorded at and named after the largest of the San
Juan Islands in Washington State. United in a 47-minute film
directed by French artist Vincent Moon, each song on Lulacruza’s
“Esperando el Tsunami” relies on Colombia’s natural landscapes
– streams, rocks, winds, trees – to make music. Stream the latter
in full at bit.ly/LulacruzaEeT.
Lulacruza
National Hispanic Cultural Center
1701 Fourth Street SW,
Saturday, Aug. 1, 7:30 p.m., Tickets: $12,

724-4771
lulacruza.com
nhccnm.org

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

Batman and Robin

Up

Part of 90s Batman: All Four Films
3 pm, Kimo Theatre, 423 Central Ave
NW, 768-3522, kimotickets.com

Part of Movies in the Park
Dusk, Free, Los Duranes Community
Center, 2920 Leopoldo Rd NW,
314-0477, bernco.gov

The Book of Life
Part of Poco a Poco Patio Outdoor
Family Movie Nights
Dusk, Free, Poco a Poco Patio,
328 San Felipe NW, 552-2101

THURSDAY, JULY 30
‘Frida’: Movie and
Art Reception
6 pm, South Broadway Library, 1025
Broadway SE, 764-1742, abclibrary.org

Hecho en China
7 pm, Free, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, Bank of America Theatre,
1701 Fourth St SW,
724-4771, nhccnm.org

Labyrinth
Part of Free Family Film Series
Free, Violet Crown Cinema, 1606 Alcaldesa St, Santa Fe, (512) 495-9600,
santafe.violetcrowncinemas.com

JULY 30-31
48 Hour Film Project Festival
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

FRIDAY, JULY 31
Tangled
Part of Movies in the Park
Dusk, Free, Mariposa Park, 4900 Kachina
St NW, 314-0477, bernco.gov

Trails in Motion Film Festival
5 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (800) 517-9816,
trailsinmotion.com,
taosskivalley.com/trailrun/

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5
We Bought a Zoo
Part of Poco a Poco Patio Outdoor
Family Movie Nights
Dusk, Free, Poco a Poco Patio, 328
San Felipe NW, 552-2101

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
Monsters University
6:30 pm, Lockheed Martin Dynatheater, New Mexico Museum of Natural
History, 1801 Mountain Rd NW,
841-2816,
brownpapertickets.com

NOW PLAYING
Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Secret
Ocean 3D; Walking with Dinosaurs: Prehistoric Planet 3D;
Tiny Giants 3D
Lockheed Martin Dynatheater, New
Mexico Museum of Natural History,
1801 Mountain Rd NW, 841-2800,
nmnaturalhistory.org

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12
Jurassic Park
Part of Poco a Poco Patio Outdoor
Family Movie Nights
Dusk, Free, Poco a Poco Patio, 328
San Felipe NW, 552-2101

A Wonderful Mix
of Food & Art
in Corrales
Sunday, August 2

• Start at the Grower’s Market, 9am
• Stroll Art in the Park, La Entrada
Park, 9:30am - 3:30pm

• Visit three Excellent Art Galleries,
11am

Caleria de Corrales
Bosque Gallery * Morgan Gallery

• Experince the Corrales Wine Loop,
Noon

Corrales Winery * Acequia Winery
Pasando * Tiempo Winery
Matheson Winery

• Top it off with a great meal at

Village Pizza or Indigo Crow

See you there!
Bring this ad in for a 10%
discount at most businesses

Another Art Adventure Awaits
You September 6!

www.nmartistsmarket.org
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Clean Comedy for Good Cause

FRIDAY, JULY 31

BY M. BRIANNA STALLINGS

Chic-I-Boom Ball

Wanna funny up a date night without fouling up your mind?
Head down to the Embassy Suites Hotel (1000 Woodward Place
NE) on Saturday, Aug. 8, to check out comedian Bob Nelson.
Doors open at 8 p.m., and the funny starts at 8:30. Nelson’s
comedy can be enjoyed by all ages, but this show’s strictly for
grown-ups. Like comedy legend Red Skelton, Nelson specializes
in a variety of goofy characters like zany nerd Eppy Epperman,
punch-drunk boxer Jiffy Jeff, a hillbilly named Wilby and a
send-up of an entire football team trying to record a charity
commercial. Nelson used to sling profanity but now
he works clean, citing conversion by Skelton. At the laugh
game for over three decades and a protege of the late, great
Rodney Dangerfield, Nelson’s career includes two HBO specials;
films with directors Nora Ephron and Ivan Reitman; and
TV appearances across the late-show circuit. The bill also
features local funny ladies Mary Byrd, Judith Edwards, Goldie
Garcia and Wendy Salazar. All proceeds benefit The Veterans
Disability Alliance.

5:30 pm, Anderson Abruzzo Balloon
Museum, 9201 Balloon Museum Dr
NE, 768-6020, balloonmuseum.com

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
Coffee & Cars 2015
7 am, Café Bella Coffee, 2115 Golf
Course Rd #102, Rio Rancho, cafebellacoffee.com

Ernie Pyle Day
10:30 am, Ernie Pyle Library, 900 Girard SE, 256-2065, abclibrary.org

AUGUST 5-8
Bernalillo County 4-H Fair
8 am, Expo New Mexico, 300 San
Pedro Dr NE, 222-9700, exponm.com

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6
Santa Fe Yoga Festival
8 am, Scottish Rite Temple, 463 Paseo
de Peralta, Santa Fe, ampconcerts.org

FAMILY
JULY 30-AUGUST 8
Bookworks
4022 Rio Grande NW, 344-8139,
bkwrks.com
Free unless otherwise noted; some events
take place at other venues as noted.
July 30, 10:30 am, Story Time!
Welcome Home
July 31, 6 pm, Hats off to JK Rowling!
August 6, 10:30 am, Story Time!
August 8, 10:30 am, Bad Kitty
Birthday Party

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29
Dana Falconberry: Nature and
Wildlife Music
1 pm, Free, Petroglyph National
Monument, 6510 Western Trail NW,
899-0205, danafalconberry.com

AUGUST 5-9
Grand Prix de Santa Fe
HIPICO Santa Fe, 100 South Polo Dr,
Santa Fe, www.HipicoSantaFe.com

COMMUNITY
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
Alternative Health Fair

ONGOING

10 am, Mama’s Minerals, 800 20th St
NW, 266-8443, mamasminerals.com

Coder Dojo

Crafter’s De-Stash

Second and fourth Saturdays, 10 am,
ages 7-17, Quelab, 680 Haines Ave
NW, coderdojoabq.github.io

Stories in the Sky with Laurie
Magovern
Wednesday, 9:30 am and 11 am,
Anderson Abruzzo Balloon Museum,
9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE,
768-6020, balloonmuseum.com

Sunday Family Fun
Sundays, 10 am, Bachechi Open Space,
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 314-0398,
bernco.gov/openspace

Toddler Time

9 am, Hip Stitch, 7001 San Antonio Dr
NE, 821-2739

MONDAY, AUGUST 3
National Watermelon Day!
10:30 am, Free, North Valley Senior
Center, 3825 Fourth St NW, cabq.gov

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6

Peace Vigil: Rev. John Dear, Roshi
Joan Halifax, Rev. Jim Lawson
2 pm, Ashley Pond, Los Alamos,
paceebene.org/programs/campaignnonviolence-national-conference

AUGUST 8-9
Corrales Bike and Wine Tour
11 am, starts at: Frontier Mart, 3677
Corrales Rd, Corrales, 898-1819,
corralesbikeandwinetour.com

ONGOING
PNM Butterfly Pavilion
ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden,
2601 Central Ave NW, 764-6200,
abqbiopark.com

Giraffe and Lorikeet Feeding
Daily, ABQ BioPark Zoo, 903 10th
Street SW, 764-6200, abqbiopark.com

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 13
Monarch: Orange Takes Flight

Live from New York City: Bob Nelson
Embassy Suites Hotel, 1000 Woodward
NE, Saturday, Aug. 8, 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: General admission $25, VIP
reserved single seat $35, VIP reserved
couple $70, Embassy Suites Dinner &
Show (Diamond Package) $100.
XtremeComedy.com 312-4LOL (4565)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
Dog Days VI: Citizen Dan, Out
of Nowhere to benefit Stray
Hearts Animal Shelter
4 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
taosmesabrewing.com

THROUGH JULY 31
Art for Pets’ Sake Art Show
and Benefit for the Valencia
Animal Shelter

Santa Fe Botanical Garden, 715 Camino
Lejo, Santa Fe, (505) 471-9103,
santafebotanicalgarden.org
Part of the “Summer of Color”
all around Santa Fe

MARKETS
TUESDAYS
Albuquerque Northeast
Farmers’ & Artisans Market
3 pm, Albuquerque Academy, 6400
Wyoming Blvd NE, abqnemarket.org

Santa Fe Farmers Market
8 am, 1607 Paseo De Peralta, Santa Fe,
santafefarmersmarket.com

WEDNESDAYS
Cedar Crest Farmers’ Market
3 pm, 12224 N. Hwy 14, Cedar Crest,
(505) 269-1577

Sunset Market

The Belen Art League Gallery, 509
Becker Ave, Belen, 861-0217, belenartleaguegalleryandgifts.com

4 pm, Civic Plaza, SW Section, 1 Civic
Plaza NW, Third St NW and Marquette
Ave NW, albuquerquecc.com

OUTDOORS

THURSDAYS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

5 pm, 100 Isleta Blvd SW, 217-2484

Composting with Worms
(Vermicomposting)
10:30 am, Highland Senior Center,
131 Monroe NE, RSVP: 256-2000 or
register@nmcomposters.org

Gateway Growers Market
Nob Hill Growers Market
3 pm, Morningside Park, Lead Ave SE
& Morningside Dr SE

Tuesdays, 9 am, Explora, 1701 Mountain
Rd NW, 224-8300, explora.us

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9

HIPICO Santa Fe, 100 South Polo Dr,
Santa Fe, www.HipicoSantaFe.com

THROUGH AUGUST 11

Up & Over 10K Trail Run

Armijo Village Growers’ Market

FRIDAY, JULY 31

Tuesdays, ages 5-11, Open Space Visitor Center, 6500 Coors Blvd NW, RSVP:
897-8831, cabq.gov/openspace
July 30, Flower Press Construction

11 am, Ashley Pond, Los Alamos,
paceebene.org/programs/campaignnonviolence-national-conference

7 am, Taos Ski Valley, (800) 517-9816,
taosskivalley.com/trailrun

Downtown Growers’ Market

ONGOING

SUNDAY, AUGUST 2

JULY 29-AUGUST 2
Santa Fe Grand Prix Fiesta

Summer Science Night
5 pm, Explora, 1701 Mountain Rd NW,
224-8300, explora.us

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
ABQ Kids Rock Festival

Open Space Explorer Series

THROUGH AUGUST 16
Here Comes the Storyteller!

3 pm, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
Third St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

Saturdays & Sundays, 7pm, Wheelwright Museum of the American
Indian, 704 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe,
(505) 982-4636, wheelwright.org

SUNDAY, AUGUST 2

THROUGH AUGUST 30

Family Bike Rodeo
11:30 am, Explora, 1701 Mountain Rd
NW, 224-8300, explora.us

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5
Stories in the Night Sky
& ABQ Concert Band
6 pm, Anderson Abruzzo Balloon
Museum, 9201 Balloon Museum Dr
NE, 768-6020, balloonmuseum.com

Nagasaki Day Peace Vigil

Biodynamic Study Group and
Potluck
Tuesdays, 10:30 am, Free, Erda Gardens & Learning Center, 1305 Blake
SW, 610-1538, erdagardens.org

Intro to GPS and Hike
8:30 am, Elena Cottonwood Springs,
bring your own GPS, RSVP: 452-5222,
cabq.gov/openspace

SATURDAYS
8 am, Isleta Blvd & Arenal Rd SW

ONGOING

Over in the Wetlands: Caroline
Starr Rose

THROUGH AUGUST 7

Rail Yards Market (Barelas)
10 am, 777 First St SW, railyardsmarket.org
August 2, Sustainability Day: Kiko
Villamizar, Bebe La La, La Rondalla de
Albuquerque
August 9, Kids Day: Celestial Blue
Music, Seth Hoffman, Alpha Blue

TALKS
JULY 31-AUGUST 2
Santa Fe Opera Civil War
Symposium
New Mexico History Museum, 113
Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe, (505) 476-5200,
nmhistorymuseum.org

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
Veterans and Military
Disabilities: Peter Comstock
Part of the Military Lecture Series
10 am, New Mexico Veterans’ Memorial Event Center, 1100 Louisiana Blvd
SE, 256-2042, nmvetsmemorial.org

MONDAY, AUGUST 3
1929, Annus Mirabilis: A Year
of Art Wonders in New Mexico
Part of Breakfast with O’Keeffe
9 am, Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, 217
Johnson St, Santa Fe, (505) 946-1000,
okeeffemuseum.org

Tesuque Pueblo Runners
& the Pueblo Revolt
11 am, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5
Women Marked for History
– A New Mexico Historic Market Project: Rosanne and Phil
Archuletta
Part of Brainpower & Brownbags Lunch
Lectures
Noon, Free, New Mexico History Museum, 113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe, (505)
476-5200, nmhistorymuseum.org

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

Never Before Seen Here:
Baroque Stagecraft in the
Spanish New World: James
Middleton
2 pm, New Mexico History Museum,
113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 476-5200, nmhistorymuseum.org

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
Journey to Space
Part of Contemporary Issues Series
1 pm, Albuquerque Museum of Art &
History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW,
242-4600, cabq.gov/museum

10:30 am, Cherry Hills Library, 6901
Barstow St NE, 857-8321, cabq.gov

Meet the Author: Larry J.
Littlefield and Pearl M. Burns
6 pm, Page 1 Books, 5850 Eubank Blvd
NE Ste B-41, 294-2026, page1book.com

The Red That Colored the World

Museum of Contemporary Native
Arts, Helen Hardin Media Gallery, 108
Cathedral Pl, Santa Fe,
Free with admission, iaia.edu/museum

Twilight Tours at the Zoo

Family Music and Movies
Sundays under the Stars

FUNDRAISERS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

8 am, 1607 Paseo De Peralta, Santa Fe,
santafefarmersmarket.com

Free, 6 pm: music, sunset: movie
Inn of the Mountain Gods, front lawn,
287 Carrizo Canyon Rd, Mescalero,
(800) 545-9011,
innofthemountaingods.com
August 2, Walker Williams, Annie 2014
August 9, Beyond Control, Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles

MONDAY, AUGUST 3

ABQ Yoga Gathering

South Valley Growers’ Market
8 am, 3907 Isleta Blvd SW, 877-4044

Beer for a Better Burque Nonprofit Night: Animal Humane

9 am, Anderson Abruzzo Balloon Museum, 9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE,
768-6020, balloonmuseum.com

SUNDAYS

3 pm, Tractor Brewing – Wells Park and
Nob Hill locations, tractorbrewing.com

Resilience Run: Commemorate
the Pueblo Revolt of 1680

Corrales Growers Market

Murder at the Observatory:
Christina Squire

Killer Heels: The Art of the
High-Heeled Shoe

AUGUST 8-9

1 pm, Treasure House Books & Gifts,
2012 South Plaza NW, 242-7204

Albuquerque Museum of Art & History,
2000 Mountain Rd NW, 242-4600,
cabq.gov/museum

Noon, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

Poetry and Spoken Word

THROUGH AUGUST 15

Part of Saturday Sunset Series
7 pm, Elena Gallegos Picnic Area,
452-5200, cabq.gov/parksandrecreation

Afrobrasil: Art and Identities

WORD

MUSEUMS

JULY 29-AUGUST 11

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7

National Hispanic Cultural Center, Art
Museum, 1701 Fourth St SW, 2462261, nhccnm.org

First Friday Art Activity

MARCO! Celebrating Nuestro
Maestro José Marcos Garcia

5 pm, Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, 217
Johnson St, Santa Fe, (505) 946-1000,
okeeffemuseum.org

National Hispanic Cultural Center, Art
Museum, 1701 Fourth St SW, 2462261, nhccnm.org

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
Youth Art Exhibition Opening
3 pm, Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, 217
Johnson St, Santa Fe, (505) 946-1000,
okeeffemuseum.org

Razing Thresholds: Sage Joseph,
Jason Ward
Gallery 313, 1115 S
Camino Del Pueblo, Bernalillo,
(505) 206-6404

Crossword Puzzle appears on page 32

THROUGH AUGUST 31

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 13

“Summer of Color” citywide
celebration
Colors of the Southwest
New Mexico Museum of Art, 107 West
Palace Ave, Santa Fe, (505) 476-5072,
nmartmuseum.org

Anthony P Reeve, M.D.

Board Certified American Board of Physical
Medicine & Rehab

THROUGH AUGUST 1
The Writers Festival: Institute
of American Indian Arts

MEDICAL
MARIJUANA
EXAMS
Full refund if No
Card is Awarded

Institute of American Indian Arts,
83 Avan Nu Po Rd, Santa Fe, iaia.edu

Los Ranchos Growers’ Market
7 am, 8528 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 3441023, losranchosgrowersmarket.com

Santa Fe Farmers Market

9 am, Corrales Rd south of Post Office,
Corrales, corralesgrowersmarket.com

Art in the Park
9:30 am, La Entrada Park, 84 W. La Entrada, Corrales, nmartistsmarket.org

3 pm, Tractor Supply Company, 8 Marietta Ct, Edgewood, (505) 269-1577

Sundays, 9 am, Open Space Visitor
Center, 6500 Coors Blvd NW,
897-8831, cabq.gov/openspace,
30% benefits Open Space Alliance

SUNDAY, AUGUST 2

THROUGH AUGUST 9

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

4022 Rio Grande NW, 344-8139,
bkwrks.com
July 29, 7 pm, Craig McLaughlin,
“Passing on Curves: While Death Rides
Shotgun”
July 30, 7 pm, Jill Talbot, “The Way
We Weren’t”
August 1, 3 pm, Baldwin Burr, “Socorro”
August 2, 3 pm, Marilyn O’Leary, “No
One to Wake”
August 4, 7 pm, Judy Liddell &
Barbara Hussey, “Birding Hot Spots
of Central New Mexico and Northern
New Mexico”
August 6, 7 pm, Jim Howell, “Countdown to Atomgeddon”
August 8, 3 pm, Bill Galbreth, “Mark
of the Mob”
August 9, 3 pm, Mark Nelson,
“Wastewater Gardener”
August 10, 7 pm, Coffee and Coloring
Clatch
August 11, 7 pm, Greg Comer,
“Winner Takes None”

ARTSPREE

AUGUST 1-2

Songs from the Loom, Navajo
Weaving Talk: Andrew Thomas

Bookworks

Museum of International Folk Art,
Santa Fe, (505) 476-1200,
internationalfolkart.org

Turtle Island Rising: Past and
Future Programs I & II

Edgewood Farmers’ Market

Grateful Life Yoga

8 am, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, (866) 855-7902,
resiliencerun.org

THURSDAY, JULY 30

11 am, Alvarado Park, Alvarado Dr NE
& Hannett Ave NE

Mile-Hi Farmers’ Market

8 am, Robinson Park, Eighth & Central,
downtowngrowers.com
August 1, Alpha Blue, Kid’s Cook 10 am
August 8, Squash Blossom Boys

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4
6:30 pm, ABQ BioPark Zoo, 903
10th Street SW, RSVP: 848-7180,
abqbiopark.com
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“Here Kitty”

classifieds
real estate

Maddox Management LLC Offers
All of the following rentals; for
More information or a showing
Call (505) 242-0989
PARK PLAZA CORNER CONDO 2/BD
2/BA 850/SF 8TH FLOOR corner
spacious open living/dining updated
kitchen with granite counters, oodles
of cabinets, loads of closet
space! All utilities included plus onsite
library,workout room, heart shaped
pool, recreation area, cable too, plus
gated covered parking & monitored
secure intercom entry! No Pets, No
Smoking Please! $1395/MO $1300/DD
1331 Park SW 803 Available July
UNM SPRUCE PARK 1930’s FUNKY 2/
BD OFFICE-STUDY 2/BA CARPORT &
detached storage building! 1650/SF
ceramic tile entry, large living room,
with hardwood floors, built-in bookshelves, fireplace, country kitchen,
double pane windows, washern &
dryer included, fenced xeriscapedb
double corner lot at University & Las
Lomas, incredible campus location!
NO Smoking, Small Dog Negotiable!
Tenant pays all utilities. $1395/MO
$1200/DD 1610 Las Lomas NE
Schedule with current tenants.
Available August
RIO GRANDE TOWNHOUSE LOFTS 2/
BD 1/BA 1150/SF unit comes with a
stunning natural balance of old and
contemporary living, exposed adobe
walls, brick floors, built-ins, sunny
windows, stainless steel appliances,
front load washer & dryer in the unit,
courtyard patio areas, and lovely
serene landscaped grounds! Very pet
friendly! Tenants all utilities. 1-year
lease! $1350/MO $900/DD 200 Rio
Grande SW 201 Available Now!

PUEBLO STYLE TOWNHOUSE 2/BD
2/STORY 2/BA 2/CG 1700/SF privacy
courtyard entry, vaulted ceilings open
living, Kiva fireplace, kitchen with
ceramic tile, laundry, loft perfect for
office. French doors, skylights. Tenant
pays all utilities! Pets Negotiable!
$1275/MO $1000/DD 4928 Oso
Grande Ct NE Schedule with current
tenants Available August
WINROCK VILLAS 2/BD 2/BA
1100/SF Utilities Included! $1200/
MO $1100/DD 1601 Pennsylvania NE
N4 CITY MARKET LOFTS 1/BD 1/BA
880/SF Luxury 3rd floor loft in EDO
Huning’s Highland Historic District!
Washer/dryer included. No Pets! No
Smoking! All electric! Tenants pay
electric! $1050/MO $900/DD 401
Central NE Apt 303 Available Now!
Schedule with Broker
AHS GYM LOFT EDO 1/BD 1/BA 752/
SF Desirable Gym Loft, open floor plan
with high ceilings, raised platform
bedroom area at one end, a separate
bathroom, closet, hallway on the other
end. Light open kitchen, island counter
divider, stainless
appliances, light stained wood
cabinets, refrigerator, stove. Laundry
room, trash, and recycling all inside
the building. Tenant pays electric
only! No Pets, NO Smoking please!
$990/MO $800DD 300 Tijeras NE 205
Available Now!
Schedule with broker
NW LADERA GOLF COURSE 2/BD 2/
BA 1250/SF 2/CG open living, vaulted
ceilings, fireplace, washer, dryer
hookups, huge master. No Smoking,
No Pets Please! Tenant pays all utilities. $995/MO $800/DD 3904 Ladera
NW Schedule with current tenants
Available August

Across
NE 2/BD 2/BA 900/SF Cute Casita with
Wood Floors, Vigas, Kiva Fireplace
and Knotty Pine Cabinets in Kitchen.
Rustic Charm. Tenant pays all utilities, NO Smoking please! Small pet
negotiable! $825/MO $800/DD 7405
Domingo NE Available Now!
NE HEIGHTS CONDO - 2/BD 1/BA
860/SF 1/CG PRIVATE CTYD
Updated living kitchen breakfast bar &
it opens to private courtyard, perfect
for grilling & chilling! Small Pet Negotiable! NO Smoking! 1-year lease,
tenant pays Gas & Electric utilities!
Juan Tabo & Menaul $800/MO $700/
DD 12004 Stilwell NE D Schedule with
current tenant Available Aug 1
APARTMENTS FOR RENT UNFURNISHED (Listed by Price)
NE HEIGHTS APARTMENTS 2/BD
1/BA800/SF washer/dryer included!
Tenants pay Gas & Electric! Pet
Negotiable! No Smoking! $695/MO
$600/DD 12016 Indian School NE #1
Available Now!
NE HEIGHTS APARTMENTS 2/BD
1/BA washer/dryer included!
Tenants pay Gas & Electric! No Dogs!
No Smoking! $695/MO $600/DD
12024 Indian School NE 3 Available
Now!
THE REGINA APARTMENTS
in Huning’s Highland Historic District,
EDO. 1/BD 1/BA 600/SF hardwood
floors, vintage ceramic tile, faux
fireplace, cozy kitchen with breakfast
nook, cedar closet in bedroom, split
unit refrigerated air- heater unit, lawn,
& trees all in quaint 50’s style courtyard
design! No smoking, No dogs please!
Tenants pay Gas & Electric! $625/MO
$500/DD 200 Walter St SE 2 Schedule
with current tenant Available August.

LEGAL NOTICES
Keep Your Family
and Property Safe!

LEGAL NOTICE
The International School at Mesa Del Sol today announced its
sponsorship of the USDA Food Program.
Meals wil be available at no separate charge or at a reduced charge to
enrolled persons at The International School at Mesa Del Sol located at 2660
Eastman Crossing, Albuquerque, NM 87106 For full details you can visit our
main office or website at TISNM.ORG In accordance with Federal law and the
United States Department of Agriculture policy, this institution is prohibited
from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or
disability. To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of
Civil Rights, Room 326-W,Whitten Building, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW,
Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call (202) 720-5964 (Voice and TDD). USDA
is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

Home Bundles Home Security
24/7/365 monitoring.
$1400 FREE Security Equipment.
No Installation Fees.
Starting at $19.99/mo.
Call 1-800-621-9263

Sell your structured settlement
or annuity
Payments for CASH NOW.
You don’t have to wait for your future
payments any longer!
Call 1-800-603-0176

NOW HIRING

NM State Fair Security Officers
Apply online at www.securitasjobs.com
Select > Albuquerque/NM State Fair
Securitas Security Services is now hiring temporary security officers for the
upcoming New Mexico State Fair, September 10-20, 2015. Employees must be
available to work shifts September 10-20! Up to $450 in special bonuses will be
paid to qualified applicants. All are welcome to apply – Priority will be given to
security officers holding active New Mexico Level 1 or Level 3 Guard Licenses.
NOW OFFERING UP TO $450 IN BONUSES!
$250 Bonus* for Level 1 & 2 Security Officers
$350 Bonus* for Level 3 Security Officers
$100 Additional Bonus*
*Bonuses are paid upon completion of the assignment. Work Requirements and conditions of bonus
payouts will be provided during interview.

by Myles Mellor and Sally York

Apply online, www.securitasjobs.com
or come to our office and apply:
4100 Osuna Rd NE Suite 100
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-341-2041
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm
EOE/AAP M/F/D/V
* Temporary Positions May Lead
to Permanent Event Staffing

1. K follower
5. Said sheepishly?
10. Big laugh line (slang)
14. Old World bird
15. Charles de Gaulle’s
birthplace
16. ___ Danger
17. Convention city for
felines?
20. Pang
21. Masses formed by
heating
22. Downer
25. Brahman, e.g.
26. 1935 Triple Crown
winner
30. Ancient Greek weight
33. Lifeboat lowerer
34. Fair share, maybe
35. “My man!”
38. Class for teen felines?
42. But, to Brutus
43. Jack-in-the-pulpit, e.g.
44. Kind of wave
45. Of a great range
47. Wee
48. Big sheet
51. Dalai ___
53. Ham it up

56. Santa’s original
reindeer, e.g.
60. Feline in a Salinger
title?
64. Cornstarch brand
65. Mushroom caps
66. Dangerous biters
67. Capital of Rhône
68. Light parody
69. Dutch painter, to
friends
Down
1. ___-Atlantic
2. Risk prison
3. Little impressionist?
4. Anastasia’s father,
for one
5. More gloomy
6. Balloon filler
7. “Aladdin” prince
8. Building additions
9. Kosher ___
10. Diminutive
11. Double-reed
instruments
12. Bat an eye?
13. Band on a shield
18. As yet
19. Creep

23. Cleave
24. Slow but steady
26. Ends partner
27. Filly’s mother
28. All fired up
29. Certain retrovirus
31. She has a degree
32. Certain refrigerant,
briefly
35. Dwell
36. Bookbinding leather
37. The “O” in S.R.O.
39. “Awesome!”
40. Hook up
41. 20-20, e.g.
45. Cooling system (Brit.)
46. Wyle of “ER”
48. Central
49. Egg producer
50. “Take your hands off
me!”
52. Recurring theme
54. Eur. think tank
55. Field ___
57. Heavy furniture wood
58. European language
59. Ilk
61. 1969 Peace Prize grp.
62. “The Matrix” hero
63. Cousin of -trix
Answers on page 31

